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FOREWORD
This document is Volume I of the annual report on NASA
Contract NAS8-20330, "A Study of Cryogenic Propellant Strati-
fication Reduction Techniques." The study was performed by
the Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics Corporation for
the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. The program was con-
ducted unu_L.......the technical direction of _-_L. T. W. '-_,,_L,_u_d
of the MSFC Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Laboratory.
His assistance in the performance of this study is gratefully
acknowledged.
The final report consists of two volumes:
Volume I. Mixer Design and
Experimental Investigations
Volume II. Experimental Data
Volume I contains a presentation of the mixer design and
experimental investigations, together with a summary of the
important findings of the study. Volume II contains a pres-
entation of the experimental data utilized in the study.
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SUMMARY
The design of present and future spacecraft utilizing
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
cryogens requires that adequate prediction and control of the
propellant thermodynamic state be achieved. In this study,
the technology required for the prediction of the departure of
the cryogen from equilibrium conditions (thermal stratification)
and the means by which equilibrium conditions can be achieved
(mixing) was developed and a mixer design procedure evolved.
The study consisted of an analytical and experimental
investigation of methods of prediction and control of the
cryogenic propellant thermodynamic state. The axial jet mixer
concept was the primary mixer system considered in this study
phase. This system had earlier (Ref. I) been found to offer
the best performance of the concepts evaluated.
An intensive experimental investigation using small scale
tanks with water as the test fluid was conducted in order to
simulate mixing and ullage breakup in large scale cryogenic
tanks. The mixing tests were conducted in both pressurized
and non-pressurized tanks. The non-pressurlzed tests enabled
mixing and jet motion to be observed visually and provided
insight into the basic mechanisms of mixing. These tests were
I
I
I
intended to verify the analytical predictions and provide data
for correlating the dimensionless parameters obtained from the
xvii
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analytical predictions. These results amplified and expanded
previous test data. The test data correlations presented in
Section 5 indicated that mixing occurs somewhat faster than
predicted analytically. The delay in mixing due to buoyancy
is relatively small for conditions simulating low-g environ-
ments. This condition may be ignored in designing mixers for
low-g conditions. Results of the pressurized tests indicate
that substantial reductions in the ullage pressure are obtained
during mixing. This pressure decay was, in general, somewhat
slower than the temperature decay. Further investigation of
this phenomenon is needed.
A series of tests utilizing a miniature test apparatus
to simulate low-g conditions were also conducted. The small
size of the test tank used in these tests enabled low Bond
numbers to be obtained and produced the corresponding curved
liquid/vapor interface found in cryogenic tanks for a low-g
environment. The results of these tests are shown in Tables
4-1 and 4-2. These tests indicated that ullage breakup could
be obtained at Reynolds numbers much less than would occur in
a large scale cryogenic tank under low-g conditions.
A mixer design requirements investigation was conducted
for a mixer system for use in a Nuclear Flight Module vehicle
for a manned Mars mission. The significant design parameters
xviii
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applied in this study were
i. Tank size and geometry
2. Tank acceleration
3. Mission time
4. Cryogenic storage mode
5. Propellant heating rates
These parameters were defined for each of the tanks considered
and are summarized in Table 2-1. These parameters were uti-
lized in predicting stratification development by means of
several analytical models. Stratification predictions based
on thermal conduction and ullage heating models were used to
provide upper and lower limits of stratification development.
This is shown in Figure 2-3.
Design criteria were developed for an axial flow mixer.
The recommendation was made that a mixer be placed in both
ends of the tank. This was done for several reasons:
i. Stagnant regions were observed experimentally near
the mixer, while the most active mixing occurred at
i the regions furthest from the mixer.
2. Mixers at opposite ends of the tank assure proper
I mixing during special ullage conditions.
i
i
I
The special ullage conditions were reflected in two criteria
used in the investigation
xix
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i. Ullage encapsulation of the mixer
2. Ullage breakup by the mixer.
The number of duty cycles was evaluated based on non-
vented storage mode in which the stratification development
time varied during the mission. The mixing time during each
duty cycle and the sequence of mixer operation were determined
by using upper and lower limits on the mixing time. These
limits were based on the motion of the jet and tank fluid
during mixing.
The nozzle outlet diameter of the mixer unit was sized to
satisfy the requirements of mixing time and ullage de-encapsu-
lation of the mixer as well as the pump flow characteristics.
The nozzle should be as large as possible for a given fluid
power since the product of the fluid power and the nozzle
diameter establishes the mixing time. This product is 0.15
watt-ft for a minimum size conventional axial pump design.
Unless there are criteria to be satisfied (such as ullage
breakup), the use of this minimum size pump provides essen-
tially the same results at lower cost (in terms of weight)
than larger systems.
Conventional (state-of-the-art) vane axial pumps were
considered (even though not of optimum design) since these
systems will provide adequate results without extensive
XX
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i
I development. Two types of motors were considered to drive the
pumps; an ac and a brushless dc motor. The brushless dc motor
!
i
has a higher efficiency than the ac motor. Using the same
input power, the fluid power-outlet diameter can be doubled
by the use of a brushless dc motor driven pump. This product
i establishes the mixing time and other associated mixing cri-
i
teria such as those associated with ullage de-encapsulation,
vapor removal from the tank wall, and ullage breakup by a
liquid jet. As a result of the higher efficiency, a mixer
i driven by a brushless dc motor will have a lower weight penalty
than a comparable mixer system driven by an ac motor. An
additional advantage of the brushless dc motor driven mixer
results from its torque-speed characteristics. These charac-
teristics allow the motor to speed up if vapor is ingested by
the pump. The increased vapor momentum then obtained will
serve to dispel vapor formations in the vicinity of the mixer.
An ac motor driven unit does not have this ability and would
allow the mixing performance to degrade to an unacceptable
level. The major disadvantage of the brushless dc motor is
its requirement for additional development work.
The mixer design criteria developed in this study were
I
I
I
applied to selection of mixer units for a manned Mars vehicle.
The design data developed are shown in Tables 3-1 through 3-15.
xxi
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The mixer design drawings are given, with the selected
location of the mixer, venting system propellant feedlines,
etc., indicated. The requirements of a mixer control sub-
system and operational sequence are also defined.
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SECTION i
INTRODUCTION
The design of present and future spacecraft requires
that adequate prediction and control of the propellant
thermodynamic state be achieved. In this study, the tech-
nology required for the prediction of the departure of the
cryogenic propellant from equilibrium conditions (thermal
stratification) and the means by which equilibrium conditions
can be achieved (mixing) is developed and applied to typical
spacecraft conditions.
The principal effort in this study has been expended
to develop analytical methods to predict and control the
thermodynamic state of cryogens stored under low gravity
conditions. The experimental study was conducted to verify
and supplement the analytical investigations. Many of the
results of the analytical investigations have been reported
in Reference i. Further analytical results are reported
in References 2 through 4 and are summarized in this report.
A variety of mixing concepts to implement the control of the
propellant thermodynamic state were investigated in the
first phase of the study and reported in Reference I. Two
mixer concepts were selected for a more detailed analytical
GENERAL DYNAMICli
Fort Worth Division
I
I
and experimental investigation. The design of the two mixer I
concepts, or destratification subsystems, selected were I
R
applied to typical spacecraft and mission conditions. The
example tanks considered approximated the size of (1) a I
"Project Thermo" tank, (2) an S-IVB tank and (3) a typical I
nuclear flight module tank. A large portion of this phase
of the study was experimental in nature. The results of the I
experimental and analytical investigations were applied by
performing a mixer design study for the three stages of a
manned Mars space vehicle. In addition, the sequence of
I
mixer operation and the corresponding mixer control system
requirements have been defined.
2
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i. i STUDY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study were (i) to determine the
extent to which a cryogenic propellant stored in a low-g
environment for a long period of time will depart from themo-
dynamic equilibrium, (2) to determine, in those cases in
which stratification is found to be severe, the feasibility
of utilizing mechanical mixing techniques to achieve the
desired " "" " dy ^-= ..... I_ _^con_roAAeu thereto namic s.... ,
criteria developed to the design of a mixer system.
In order to determine the severity of thermal stratifi-
cation existing, simplified analyses were developed and
utilized in conjunction with available analyses to predict
the performance of mixers in order to provide adequate in-
formation as to the design requirements for mixer subsystems
for applicable spacecraft.
The objectives of the experimental investigation were:
i. To observe mixing phenomena visually in order
to obtain insight into the basic mechanism of
mixing,
2. To verify, in some cases, the analytical inves-
tigations performed, and
3. To correlate the dimensionless parameters
obtained from the analytical investigations.
3
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I. 2 BACKGROUND
The propellant thermodynamic conditions which require
adequate prediction and control include tank pressure, quality
of the propellant, and temperature and ullage spacial distri-
butions. The relation between the tank pressure and pro-
pellant temperature distribution is very significant to the
cryogenic tank design criteria. This is true since thermal
stratification of liquid hydrogen propellants may typically
cause the tank pressure to rise an order of magnitude faster
than it would under uniform temperature or mixed conditions.
Consequently, thermal stratification results in an increased
mass penalty associated with propellant storage due to an in-
creased tank mass or boiloff mass. In addition, thermal
stratification may have a significant effect on the perfor-
mance of the propellant utilization systems (pump and
propellant feed systems) during propellant outflow.
For these reasons, the prediction and control of the degree
of the departure of the propellant from thermodynamic equilibrium
has been the subject of numerous investigations (References 5
through 30). Most of these studies of the prediction of
4
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thermal stratification were concerned principally with
high-gravlty storage and propellant draining conditions.
A limited number of investigations have been conducted
to determine means of controlling thermal nonequillbrium
or stratification conditions.
These studies include the effect of baffles on strati-
fication (Refs. 5 and 6) and stratification reduction by
means of a helium bubble pump (Ref. 7). It was found in
these studies that baffles had very little effect on strati-
fication and that the use of a hellum bubble pump during
venting conditions appeared to mix the tank contents;
however, increased evaporation resulted from the concentration
gradients produced by the injection of pure helium. The
bubble-pump technique has only limited applications to the
mixing or destratificatlon of a closed cryogenic propellant
tank.
There are, in general, at least four thermodynamic
storage modes for long periods of time which require that
thermal nonequillbrium or stratification be adequately con-
trolled in order to minimize the mass penalty for storage.
These storage modes utilize the following systems:
5
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o Non-vented storage systems
o Vented systems (nominally some form of "zero-
gravity system)
o Partial recondensation systems
o Refrigeration systems
A destratification or mixer subsystem to implement thermo-
dynamic control of the cryogen is associated with each of the
above thermal control or conditioning systems and is required
as an integral part of the system concepts.
More recent studies have been conducted to develop "zero-
gravity" vent systems whose operation depends upon the effect-
ive utilization of a mixer (Refs. 8 and 9). The satisfactory
operation of these vent systems utilizing a mixer subsystem
have been demonstrated under ground conditions in cryogenic
propellant tanks.
Stratification nominally develops because the conduc-
tion of heat from the tank wall to the bulk fluid is the
principal mode of energy transfer in the absence of gravity.
The prediction of stratification by either of three models
used to characterize three different phenomena results in an
appreciable stratification for typical vehicle conditions. In
fact, these three analytical models (conduction alone, free
6
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convection with ullage heating, and ullage heating alone)
predict a very similar stratification development for a
"locked-up" tank. Hence, it is anticipated that the use of
mixers to assure cryogenic propellant thermodynamic control
will be required for non-vented storage. Other considerations,
as discussed in Subsection 2.1, indicate that a mixer is re-
quired for the other modes of storage (vented system, partial
recondensation system, and refrigeration system).
The experimental investigation is discussed in Section
4.0. The correlation of the results of the experimental
investigation and a corresponding comparison of the experi-
mental results with analytical prediction are described in
Section 5.0. A sunTnary of the design criteria formulated
from the analytical and experimental studies Cs described
in Section 3.0.
The results of the application of the mixer design
criteria to typical space while condition (3 stages of a
manned Mars vehicle) are given in Section 3.0. The conclu-
sions and recommendations derived from the study are pre-
sented in Sections 6 and 7.
7
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SECTION 2
MIXER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A realistic mixer subsystem design must take into account
a considerable amount of vehicle-mission information formu-
lated in terms of characteristic flight, fluid and thermo-
dynamic parameters. From these basic vehicle-mission related
parameters, the fluid thermodynamic behavior manifested in
terms of thermal stratification determines the tank pressure
history.
Once the basic mission-vehicle-parameters are established,
thermal stratification should be evaluated. Simplified
models which represent the dominent mode of energy transfer
should be utilized in the preliminary design phase. For the
typical vehicle-mission conditions considered in this study
various types of thermal conduction and ullage heating models
(see Reference I) are suitable. A comparison of the stratifi-
cation predictions of various simplified models with a
numerical solution of the Navier Stokes Equations is made
in Reference i . It was concluded that ullage heating
models and thermal conduction models compare favorably,
especially at early phases of stratification. The early
8
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phase of stratification development is of particular signifi-
cance when mixers are utilized. Pressure buildup in the tank
due to stratification development will cause the mixer to be
operated before fully developed free convection can occur.
In addition to the stratification prediction described
in Reference I an investigation was conducted in which the
results of the Lockheed Asymmetric Propellant Heating program
was compared with the ullage heating model described in
Reference i. The Lockheed Asynlnetric Propellant Heating
program was used to predict the pressure history for a typical
nuclear module under an acceleration of 10 -7 g. The heating
rate was assumed to be i000 Btu/hr with a portion of the
heating considered to be ullage heating. The results com-
pared very favorably with the ullage heating model.
After the assessment of stratification, the number of
mixer duty cycles required is determined. In addition,
criteria for selection of the mixer size, flow rate, power
level, location of mixers and operational sequence is estab-
lished. These are discussed in more detail in the following
subsections.
9
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2.1 REFERENCE VEHICLES AND MISSIONS
Reference space vehicles and missions were considered
in order to establish the sensitivity of the mixer design
requirements to vehicle mission. Some of the significant
parameters are
i. Tank size and geometry
2. Tank acceleration
3. Mission time
4. Cryogenic storage mode
5. Propellant heating rates
Typical examples of vehicle/mission parameters were
selected for the following stage cryogenic tanks
o S-IVB
o Project Thermo
o S -IVC
o NFM (Nuclear Flight Module)
The mixer design criteria were developed in Refer-
ence i and applied to the S-IVB, Project Thermo, S-IVC and
NFM. In this phase of study the mixer design criteria
were applied in particular to the NFM vehicle for a manned
Mars mission.
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The nuclear powered manned Mars vehicle has been used
as a representative vehicle for illustrating the design of
a mixing sub-system. This vehicle is shown in Figures 2-1
and 2-2 . The pertinent vehicle mission parameters are
shown in Table 2-1. These results are taken from Refer-
ences 32 and 33. This vehicle consists of three sizes of
propellant tanks. Mixer units are incorporated in each tank.
A manned Mars vehicle has been chosen because
i. It represents typical long term storage con-
ditions and
2. The required data was readily available.
The storage mode for the earth escape stage and the
Mars braking stage is nonvented. The Mars escape stage
includes both nonvent and vented storage mode. The pro-
pellant is initially stored at the triple point. A solar
shield is assumed to be deployed during the earth to Mars
transfer stage and consequently the heat input during this
leg of the mission is essentially zero (significant heating
occurs only for a short period of time during midcourse
correction).
Tank acceleration in earth orbit is assumed to be due
to atmospheric drag. The tank acceleration due to attitude
II
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control is not presently known. In any event, a tank
acceleration level less than 10 -5 g does not adversely affect
the mixer requirements. Under this acceleration level, buoyancy
effects on jet mixing and the effect of acceleration on ullage
breakup can usually be neglected. In such cases the severity
of the mixer design requirements tend to increase with de-
creasing acceleration due to increased stratification, lack off
vapor removal from heat shorts and vapor encapsulation of the
mixer. Hence, when buoyancy is not important and ullage break-
up is desired the mixer is designed for a very low acceleration
(10 -8 or less).
2.1.1 Tank Size and Geometry
The dimensions and geometry of the propellant tank affect_
a number of parameters which are used to determine mixer design
and performance. Two major items affected are mixing time and
the stratification development rate. For example, the magni-
tude of the jet momentum required to ensure mixing at the tank
end furthest from the mixer is a function of the tank dimen-
sions. In addition, the time required for all of the tank
contents to mix and the required jet outlet diameter are
influenced by tank dimensions. The development of free con-
vection in the tank is dependent on the tank size. The free
16
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convection phenomena influences stratification development
rates and, hence, the duty cycle of the mixer.
It is also expected that mixing system weight and power
requirements will increase as the tank dimensions increase.
These quantities are also dependent on the geometry since the
tank bulkhead shape assumed in an analysis can also affect the
predicted weight and power requirements. The mixing require-
ments, in terms of power and weight, tend to reach a maximum
at L/D t of about 1.5 for tanks of the same volume with hemis-
pheric or elliptical ends. The mixing requirements do not vary
with L/D t (for L/D t less than about 1.5) for flat end tanks.
The reason that the mixing requirements tend to decrease for
L/D t greater than 1.5 is due to the area of the jet flow region
up the central portion of the tank, which increases bulk fluid
motion (see bulk motion equation which includes the effect of
the jet area or bulk fluid motion in Appendix B).
Implied within analyses shown in Appendix B is the finding
that mixing will take place faster in a tank with hemispheric or
elliptical ends than for a tank with flat ends. Experiments
performed in this study have shown that agitation caused by the
jet mixer is considerably more vigorous at the end opposite to
that in which the mixer is located. A stagnation region forms
next to an axial jet mixer, resulting in little or no flow in
17
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the vicinity of the mixer. The flow is so slight near the
mixer that it is difficult to remove bubbles from heat shorts
and sweep away stratified layers that form at the tank bottom
during non-mixing periods. This can be alleviated by counter
directed mixers operated alternately or by utilizing combined
axial and radial jets.
2.1.2 Tank Acceleration
Tank acceleration can have a marked effect on mixer design
and performance. In a large tank, under orbital conditions, it
is not uncommon to have a Bond number somewhere greater than I.
This is due to deceleration from atmospheric drag in low orbit
and centrifugal acceleration in higher orbit due to velocity
orientations produced by the attitude control system.
Sloshing due to acceleration perturbation of the space-
craft attitude control system can have an effect on stratifi-
cation development rates, especially for a slngle-ullage condi-
tion. The influence of tank acceleration on free convection can
be established by using a criterion such that the Grashof or
modified Grashof number is much greater than I. Thls criterion
indicates that free convection will occur in most spacecraft
applications. In fact, turbulent-flow free convection 18
possible in longer vehicles, even with the use of high-
performance insulation.
18
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For a given heat input and tank size, local boiling
along the tank sidewall (especially at heat penetration
locations) tends to increase as acceleration decreases due to
lack of free convection currents. In addition, the required
momentum to be produced by the mixer to disrupt a single
ullage is influenced by the acceleration. It has been shown
(Ref. I) that ullage disruption enhances destratification.
(There are, of course, mass penalties for ullage disruption
associated with ullage settlement before engine firing unless
a propellant utilization system is available that can handle
small amounts of two-phase flow.)
Under high tank acceleration levels buoyancy forces tend
to retard development of a jet sufficient to penetrate a
stratified layer. In addition, bubbles if sufficiently large,
will migrate in a direction opposite to the acceleration,
coalesce, and settle at one end of the tank during mixer non-
operation. If the acceleration is sufficiently large, or if
the mixer does not have the ability to break the bubbles into
small size, the propellant may remain in a more or less settled
condition even during mixer operations. It is also possible
for tank accelerations to cause bubble encapsulation of the
mixer, thereby reducing the mixing efficiency. This situation
can be circumvented by placing mixers at each end of the tank.
19
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2.1.3 Mission Time
The principal effect of mission time is to influence
the size, weight, and type of power supply. On long-term
missions, a nuclear power supply may be available and the
penalty attributable to power consumption is a function of
the power level and essentially independent of the mission
time. Hence, the duty cycle does not affect the system
weight, except for increased boiloff as a result of pro-
pellant heating due to the mixing. The weight of conven-
tional power supplies (batteries, fuel cells) are dependent
upon mission time, duty cycle, and power level required.
2.1.4 Cryogenic Storage Mode
The mode of storage and the initial propellant thermo-
dynamic condition affect the mixer concept design and inte-
gration into an overall thermodynamic control or conditioning
system.
i.
2.
3.
The common modes of long-term storage are
Nonvented
Vented
Partial recondensation
4. Refrigeration
20
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The use of slush or, to a lesser degree, a "subcooled"
condition permits the cryogen to be stored a long period of
time without venting. Under nonvent storage, stratifica-
tion can typically cause the tank pressure to rise as much
as i0 times faster than it would rise under equilibrium con-
ditions (mixed) for the same heat input. If the tank is to
be vented at 15 psia, 22 Btu/Ib can be absorbed if the
initial condition is triple-point liquid. If 50% slush con-
ditions are utilized as initial conditions, 35 Btu/ib can
be absorbed. The boiloff savings are 12% (C L dT/hfg = 0.12)
of the storage mass for nonvented triple-point storage and
18% of the original storage mass for an initial slush condi-
tion. For a nuclear powered Mars stopover vehicle, the weight
saving (_IMIEO) due to nonvented storage can be as much as
153,000 pounds (12%)for 1,258,000 pounds of propellant ini-
tially stored at the triple point. If a destratification device
were not utilized during the nonvented storage period, the
weight savings of the boiloff due to subcooled storage would
be only 15,000 pounds before venting would be required
(assuming that the tank pressure rises I0 times faster than
it would under thermally mixed conditions).
21
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The use of the mixer subsystem in conjunction with a
"zero gravity" vent system is necessary for the proper opera-
tion of the vent device. When venting is necessary, the
combined zero-gravity vent system results in a substantial
decrease in the mass penalty required for venting when com-
pared with the use of an ullage thruster for venting.
Studies (Ref. 32) have indicated that a partial recon-
densation system is in most instances considerably superior
to pure vent systems as a mode of propellant storage when
combined nonvented-vented systems are required. (Venting
is required because of either the magnitude of the heat
input or the nonavailability of "subcooled" or triple-point
initial propellant conditions.) Nominal partial recondensa-
tion systems (Ref. 34 ), however, require the availability
of vapor input to the system. Under low-g conditions the
availability of vapor at the inlet to the recondensation
system cannot be achieved without a considerable mass
penalty if conventional settling methods are utilized. In
order to achieve a combined, efficient partial recondensa-
tion system, a zero-gravity vent system will be needed to
provide vapor to a typical recondensation system such as
described in Reference 34 . The partial recondensation
22
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system's flow and other thermodynamic-condition requirements
have to match with zero-gravity and mixer-subsystem require-
ments to obtain a feasible optimum thermal control or condi-
tioning system.
It can be seen that, for the two most efficient methods
of storage (nonvented and the use of a partial recondensation
system), a mixer subsystem and the mixing technology to con-
trol the thermodynamic equilibrium condition in a cryogenic
propellant tank are required. The exact nature of the hard-
ware requirements for the mixer subsystem is dependent upon
the selected mode of propellant storage. The overall mixing
technology to determine the requirements for such a subsystem
can be established somewhat independently of the mode of
storage. Hence, the major emphasis in this study is in the
development of mixing technology rather than in the direction
of the development of hardware items, since most items are
readily available (unless miniaturization is required).
The use of a mixer in conjunction with nonvented storage
can provide information as to the magnitude of the heating
during a mission, in order to obtain up-to-date evaluation
of the space vehicle's thermal protection system performance.
23
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2.1.5 Propellant Heating Rates
Tank heating rates influence the following subsystem
design parameters:
I. Mixer flow rate, hence power req_irements.
2. Initial stratification and/or stratification
development time before mixer is operated, and
residual stratification during duty cycle.
3. Boiling at sidewalls (methods are needed either
to suppress boiling or to remove vapor to pre-
vent all the ullage from collecting at the tank
walls) .
The mixer flow rate for continuously operating destrati-
fication systems was shown in Reference i to be proportional
to the heating rate. This is due to stratification developing
faster and becoming more severe with an increase in heating
rate. Therefore, in order to obtain a given residual strati-
fication level the flow rate must be increased with increasing
heat input.
The flow rate or power requirement for an intermittently
operating mixer system was shown in Reference I to have no
direct relationship with the heating rate. However, an
increased heating rate does reduce the stratification develop-
ment time. This results in an increase in the number of duty
cycles required by an intermittently operating system.
Under very low-g conditions, boiling is more likely to
occur at the tank side wall (especially at heat shorts) as
24
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i the heating rate is increased. For a nonvented tank, the
total vapor volume remains essentially constant (actuallyI
decreases for small void fractions). Condensation occurs
I at subcooled regions if vapor is available, and continues
!
!
to occur until all of the vapor is in the vicinity of the
heat inputs. For periods of time during which the mixer is
not operated, the principal mode of energy transfer is reduced
== to thermal conduction alone - increasing the rate of strati-
=
fication development. Removing vapor from the wall or
i suppressing its formation enhances destratification. As a
I
!
result, criteria have been developed which, when used, deter-
mine the system flow rate required to suppress or remove
bubbles from the heated surface (Ref. I).
!
I
,
!
!
I
!
!
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2.2 THERMAL STRATIFICATION
The tank pressure rise during nonvent storage when the
mixers are not operated determines the number of duty cycles
for mixing." Thermal stratification development, or the de-
parture of the propellant (liquid) from a uniform temperature,
in turn determines the tank pressure rise. Under a gravity
field sufficient to maintain a settled propellant, stratified
layers develops normal to the gravity vector. In this case,
there are many models (Ref. I ) which can be used to predict
the tank pressure rise, as shown in the sketch below:
I
Under very low gravity conditions, stratification may
take place in numerous ways, depending upon the ullage con-
figuration, and location, shown below
26
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Under these very low gravity conditions the conventional
models are in most instances not applicable to predicting
stratification. Because of the reduction in free convection
I
I
I
I
I
i models. The shaded area of this figure represents
of stratification prediction.
flow and the length of time required to establish free convec-
tion flow, thermal conduction and vapor heating models are
applicable especially in attempting to establish upper limits
of stratification development. Boiling along the sidewall and
especially at heat shorts needs to be taken into account. These
ullage heating and conduction models are discussed in Refer-
ence i. Figure 2-3 shows the predictions made from these
the range
Under low gravity conditions the energy exchange between
bubbles in the tank become important when boiling occurs.
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The major thermal resistance to heat transfer under boiling
and condensation conditions is thermal conduction in the
vicinity of the bubbles. In establishing the rate of pressure
rise, thermal conduction, ullage heating and free convection
models yield similar predictions. The thermal conduction
models do, however, tend to yield an upper bound on the
stratification development. The conduction models are used
to predicting the pressure rise, from which the number of
duty cycles are calculated. In these models, the temperature
stratification develops as the square root of the time.
The relation can be expressed as
Ts-T b - Cs (8) _
where T s is the liquid/vapor interface temperature, Tb is
the bulk fluid temperature, Cs is a constant and e is the
time. The constant C s is defined for conduction models as
- I i qv_/KC s
where q is the heat flux to the interface, a is the thermal
diffusivity and K is the liquid thermal conductivity. The
heat flux calculated is based on the total heating and the
surface area of the tank wall or of the bubble interface sur-
face. This is shown in the shaded region of Figure 2-3.
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The results of the use of a thermal conduction model
are shown in Table 3-3 for the selected manned Mars vehicle.
In addition, an equilibrium constant, Ce is given. The con-
stant, C is defined as
e
Ce " (Tf - Ti + ATnp )/8 t
where Tf is the final fluid temperature before engine firing,
A Tnp is related to the difference between the tank design
pressure and the final pressure before pressurization and
engine firing. Ti is the initial propellant temperature at
the start of the mission (from earth orbit), and 8 t is the
storage time.
30
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2.3 DESIGN CRITERIA
2.3. i Mixer Concepts
During the
uated.
i.
2.
3.
4.
study numerous mixing concepts were eval-
The most promising concepts were:
Paddle wheel and unshrouded propeller concept
Ducted-flow concept
Wall heat exchanger concept
Radial and axial jet concepts.
The concept selected in Reference I was axial or radial jet
flow produced by an axial flow pump. The axial jet was
utilized in the design study since experimental data indicated
that this concept provided a superior mixing performance
compared with the radial jet.
The design criteria for the axial jet mixer are developed
in the following subsections. These criteria, which were
used for sizing the axial jet, insure that the two basic
These requirementsrequirements for proper mixing are met.
are
I. Removal of energy from near the wall and depositing
it in the bulk fluid, and
2. Mixing of the bulk fluid.
31
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Space vehicle applications may exist in which one of the
rejected concepts might perform better than the axial flow
jet. However, for large space vehicles (the primary appli-
cation of this study) the axial jet is superior. The following
paragraphs detail some of the disadvantages of the other concepts
when compared with the axial jet.
For the purpose of bulk fluid mixing, a simple propeller
is the most effective of the concepts as evidenced by the
results of many studies of mixing and agitation of tank contents
conducted in the field of chemical engineering. The principal
objective to an unshrouded propeller for agitation of space
vehicle tank contents is that fluid rotation or swirl is
produced during mixing. To avoid fluid rotation, either
vertical baffles are needed or the propeller axis should
be offset from the centerline of the tank. The dynamic
forces produced by using either vertical baffles or a
nonsymmetric flow pattern in the tank must be offset by
increased attitude control system requirements. However,
a shrouded propeller utilizing stationary flow straight-
ening vanes is more efficient ( from a hydraulic stand-
point) than a propeller. In addition, fluid rotation is
eliminated. Weightwise, the shrouded and unshrouded pro-
pellers are comparable.
32
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The heat exchanger or flow distribution concepts have
some advantages due to the fact that energy from the tank
wall can be immediately intercepted (provided that contin-
uous pump operation is feasible). The added installation
complications and weight of the heat exchanger concepts
makes them less attractive than the axial flow
mixer.
The weight and complexity of a flow distribution system
for a large space vehicle far exceeds Chat of two or more
small axial flow pump-mixers fitted with appropriate outlet
nozzles. In comparison, the axial flow pumps can be con-
veniently installed at each end of the tanks and all
associated equipment is located in two small regions of the
tank and outside the tank.
33
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2.3.2 Nonvented Duty Cycle Evaluation I
It is desired to evaluate the number of duty cycles
required for a nonvented storage mode in which the strat- I
ification development time is not constant but varies during
the course of a mission. As an example, if the propellant
is originally stored at triple point conditions, operation I
of the mixer is not required until the tank pressure has
reached the selected tank vent or design pressure. Typically, I
this pressure is around 20 psia. Thus, for a long period of
i
time during the initial phase of a mission, the mixer oper- I
ation will not be required (depending upon the rate at which
stratification develops). As the mission time increases,
the mixer operation will be required between shorter periods I
of stratification development. The sketch shown below re-
presents a typical liquid/vapor interface temperature and I
equilibrium temperature history. I
.._ NPSP Allgw_nce,] A _ _ A AA_I_AA_NI
'.. u" _i_rium
I/\ I/ i II
_ I/ _ Equilibrium C_nditions
/ _ ____Linearized)l
_ Stratification /
/ !
Mission Time, e
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The equilibrium temperature rise was approximated as a
linear function of time for a constant heating phase of a
mission
Te-T i = Z_Te = Ce9
where
T e
Ti
@
Ce
is the mixed temperature
is the initial temperature
is the mission leg time
is an equilibrium constant
where
T s
If a conduction model is used for stratification
Ts-T i = Cs @½
is the maximum tank liquid/vapor interface
temperature, and
C s is a stratification coefficient defined in
Subsection 2.2 .
Normally, the mixing time can be neglected since it
will typically contribute only a small portion of the total
storage time. The approximate analysis shows an infinite number
of duty cycles would be approached as the equilibrium thermody-
namic condition approached the tank vent or design pressure. In
order to obtain a finite number of duty cycles, the temper-
ature drop due to mixing during the final duty cycle is set
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I
I
equal to the temperature decay, _Tf. In a typical case the
final temperature destratification is equivalent to the 1.9 °R
corresponding to 5 psia or the NPSP.
The number of duty cycles will be calculated for the
typical NFM conditions based on the above sequences. The
I
I
I
sequence utilizing NPSP allowances will result in a small
number of duty cycles.
The ratio, f, of the destratification temperature drop
to temperature rise before the mixer is operated is
Since Te = Ce@ and
f - _Ts - _ Te
_T s
_s = Cs_ %
f = i - Ce@½
Cs
The temperature drop during the first duty cycle is
A T I = fl ATs I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
and the temperature drop during subsequent cycles is
AT2 = f2 ATs 2
_T3 = f3 _Ts 3 I
where
_T4 = f4 _Ts 4' etc.
fl = 1 - __Ce (01 )%
C s
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Also
C_._ef2 = 1- (02) =
Cs
f3 = i- C-_e (03)%
Cs
AT I = ATs2
I AT 2 = ATs3 , etc.
i The final temperature drop, ATf is
I ATf = (fl f2 f3 f4 f5 " " ff) ATs I
For the final decay in stratification, _Tf;
I
I
I
I
ATf = ATNPSP
Tne stratification development times, @I_, @2½, @3½ , are then
calculated in order to determine fl, f2, f3'
C s
and
also
fl =
C e
i- c--_ 4T s
S
I
I
I
ATs I
Cs Ce
C s
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C e
TI = C_ _Tsl fl
I
I
I
I
f2 = 1 - ¥i l
f3 = i - Tlf 2 l
f4 = 1 - Ylf2f3 l
f5 = i - Tlf2f3f 4 I
I
I
The final decay in stratification, _Tf,
_Tf = _Tsl (flf2f3f4 • • • ff)
Using the previous equation, the number of duty cycles
can be determined for any mission phase.
The results for a dimensionless decay in stratification
(destratification) are obtained from the equation
_Tf = fl f2 f3 f4 ...... fn
_Ts I
The number of duty cycles is n d = n. Because of the tedious
calculations required, the above equations were evaluated by
use of a computer. The results of the calculations for a
manned Mars vehicle are shown in Table 3-4 of Subsection 3-2 .
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2.3.3 Mixing Time 
The mixing time is the total time the mixers are required 
to operate during each duty 'cycle.' From a deSign point of 
view it is desirable, to place an upper and lower limit on the 
anticipated length of time a mixer is to be operated. 
The absolute lower limit on mixing time can be obtained 
based on the time required for the jet to develop and trav-
erse the length of the tank. It does not appear that the 
mixing time could be less than this because there is very 
little motion in the tank (based upon experimental obser-
vation) until the jet has traversed the length of the tank. 
The jet motion mixing time is written in terms of a dimen-
sionless time 
where ~j is the time required for the jet to traverse the 
length of the tank, Vo is the outlet velocity, Do is the outlet 
diameter, and Dt is the tank diameter. It should be pointed 
out that the dimensionless time defined above is consistent 
with dimensionless time associated with mixing in general. 
The motion of the bulk fluid as fluid particles move from one 
end of the tank to the other is based on the s.ame group of 
variables. The dimensionless time for jet fluid particle to 
traverse the length of the tank is derived in Appendix A and 
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is given by
VoDo@ _ ,'Z_) 2Dt 2 = 0.1521--_,_
where Zb is the liquid height above the nozzle and is
assumed to be the tank length for low g conditions.
In order to estimate a lower limit on the dimensionless
mixing time ((VoDo@)/Dt 2), the time required for the jet to
traverse the tank is added to that time required for a par-
ticle to travel from the top of the tank to the junction of
the upper bulkhead and the cylindrical tank section as shown
below
f
Upper Bulkhead _--- ° ....
Junc tion !
,Y
N
In order to calculate the bulk fluid motion of the
particle after the jet has reached the top of the upper
bulkhead, the bulkhead is assumed to be a straight cylin-
drical section. The equations for bulk fluid motion in a
straight tank section given in Appendix: B are then appli-
cable. The bulk motion equation is (assuming that the
40
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nozzle is at the same level a_,_the bottom buikhea_i)
VoDogB
2
D t
=2131n<zlztlzl
where ZI is distance from the _unction of the lower bulkhead
to the top of the tank, Z t is the bulkhead height (assuming
similar bulkheads on each end of the tank), and _B is the
time for the bulk flow to mc,,e fror_ the top of the tank to
the junction of the upper bul]_head and the cylindr|ca] tank
section.
The lower limit of the estimate of the mixing time is
then
where 0M is the mixing time for each duty cycle.
VoD oV°D°0M - 2 +
2 2 (0j 0B)
D t Dt
The factor
of 2 accounts for operating each mixer for one-half of the
total mixer time.
A mixer, as mentioned before, is located on each end
of the tank to satisfy the u]lage encapsulation _riterion for
a bubble Bond number greater than 1.0 and to implement mixing
in the vicinity of each mixer.
Two mixers, one located on each end of the tank, are
considered in order to satisfy the ullage encapsulation cri-
terion for a bubble Bond number greater than about 1.0 and to
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implement mixing in the vicinity of each mixer. When the
bubble Bond number is greater than about 1.0 vapor formations
are not expected to occur simultaneously in both tank ends
(Ref. 35), thus leaving one mixer available for mixing.
Mixers in both ends are necessary since the ullage position
will be determined by the acceleration vector. More complete
mixing is obtained using a mixer in each end since the most
efficient mixing occurs furthest from the mixer•
In the experimental program, it was obvious that the
most efficient mixing was achieved at the tank end opposite
to that end at which the mixer was located. Also, a stagna-
tion region occurred in the vicinity of the mixer because
there was little or no fluid entrainment near the mixer. The
mass flow of bulk fluid was very small in the vicinity of
the operating mixer, whereas bulk fluid motion orders of
magnitude greater than the mixer flow rate was observed in
the tank region away from the mixer. The mathematical
expression for the bulk fluid flow rate ratio which charac-
terizes this phenomena is
M_zz= 0.456 Z_
Mo Do
where Z is the distance above the nozzle, M z is the bulk
fluid flow rate and M o is the outlet flow rate. Typically,
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Z/D o is from 200 to 300, indicating a large bulk F]ow rate
at the end of the tank opposite to which the mi×e_ r is located.
The second mixer was assumed to be activated (by use of
a timer) after a time interval determined by an estimate of
maximum mixing time based upon the time for the _et to _'each
the top of the tank plus the time for _ particle of fluid to
move from the top of the tank to the lower bulkhead. The
dimensionless mixing time in this c_se is
VoDo@ m /Dt 2 = 0.152(Zb/Dt) 2 tl-2.193 ],l (].0 + Z]l/Z2)
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2.3.4 Minimum Fluid Power
Current axial pump designs limit the smallest conven-
tional liquid hydrogen pumps to a fluid power in the vicinity
of i watt. The corresponding pump-motor efficiency is in the
vicinity of from i0 to 15%. Below a fluid power of i watt,
the overall pump-motor efficiency and reliability begin to
drop off sharply. A pump blade diameter of about 2 inches
is typical for this design.
The fluid power-outlet nozzle diameter product estab-
lishes the mixing time and other associated mixing criteria
such as those associated with ullage de-encapsulation, vapor
removal from the tank wall, and ullage breakup by a liquid
jet. The fluid power-outlet diameter product for a minimum
size conventional design is on the order of 0.15 watt-ft.
This number represents a good starting point for a minimum
weight conventional pump-motor design if there are no over-
riding criteria such as an ullage breakup criterion, etc.
When these criteria do not need to be satisfied, total mixer
weight is needlessly increased as fluid power is increased.
The conclusion is that gentle agitation of the fluid results
eventually in essentially the same mixing at a lower cost in
weight than more vigorous mixing.
The conventional pump design referenced is powered by
a.c. electric motors. For the same input power (7 to i0 watts),
44
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the fluid power-outlet diameter can be doubled by the use of
a "brushless" d.c. motor driven pump.
D.C. motor efficiencies quoted for liquid hydrogen are
estimated (Ref. 9 ) since there was no data available on a
liquid hydrogen compatible brushless d.c. motor. The high
efficiency of the brushless d.c. motor is not only the result
of small d.c. motor characteristics (which have characteristic
higher efficiencies than a.c. motor) but also due to the
elimination of friction losses of the internal ]_cushes. In
addition, brush wear and the associated problems with reli-
ability are minimized, assuming external commutation can be
reliably demonstrated.
In most instances, the minimum size utilizing conven-
tional designs will result in a very modest total system
weight (say from 20 to 50 pounds). There are, however, severe
cases in which either stratification is expected to develop
rapidly or the length of mission is such that it is desirable
to seek ways to reduce the overall weight. If low power is
desired, a weight reduction will result if the size of the
mixer unit is increased out of proportion to conventional
size-power characteristics. For example, a tradeoff of the
mixer weight and weight associated with mixer power (boiloff
and power supply weight) may indicate that a 4 to 6-inch
diameter mixer is needed with a fluid power of one watt. In
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such cases, development work would be required for such an
"out of proportion" mixer unit. The unit would have an
unconventionally low speed, requiring either a larger electric
motor (a.c.) or a low frequency power source or both. From
a weight standpoint, the proper proportion of boiloff and
power supply weight to mixer weight is approximately 6 to I.
Whether or not a conventional mixer unit satisfies this
weight tradeoff trend is dependent solely upon the total
length of time the unit is operated.
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I
I
2.3.5 Ullage Location and Distribution
I • C _fhe ullage location and distribution under nigh gravity
conditions is adequately controlled by buoyancy forces on
the vapor and is, of course, quite predictable. For this
case, the mixer should be located at the end opposite to
which the vapor tends to acc_unulate, as shown below.
!
,
I • a ,8
I
iquid_
/I I
Liquid
..... '_ a
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The four sketches are for various acceleration levels.
If the tank acceleration tends to vary from time to time in
the axial direction, a mixer should be located in each end
of the tank, and the operation of each mixer cycled (one
unit operated for a specified period of time and then the
other operated). Mixers in each end of the tank should
also be utilized when acceleration due to tank rotation is
present, especially if there are shifts in the center of
gravity during the mission. Special ullage conditions which
must also be considered are discussed below.
Ulla_e Encapsulation of Mixers
During nonvent storage modes, special consideration
must be given to situations in which the ullage is distributed
in such a manner that sizable vapor formations occur in the
vicinity of each mixer simultaneously. If vapor surrounds
the mixer and the vane-axial pump output of jet momentum is
not sufficient to remove the vapor formation, general tank
mixing cannot be assured. (A similiar situation is present
under a one g condition in which a mixer is placed in the
vapor space). In this case, the vapor circulates in a region
confined by the liquid-vapor interface and does not mix the
liquid.
Under low g conditions, a small vane-axial pump should
be capable of speeding up when vapor is ingested to promote
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disintegration of the vapor deposit and general liquid mixing.
I From ullage stability conslderations, (Ref. 35), the vapor
I formations are not expected at each end of the tank simul-
taneously if the absolute value of the bubble Bond number is
I greater than about 1.0. Ullage configurations for bubble
I Bond numbers greater than 0.85, less than -0.85 and between
0.85 and -0.85 are shown below (these Bond numbers are based
on the bubble radius).
I ABSOLUTE VALUE OF BOND NUMBER
I IREATER THAN ON5 [
,
NBo> 0.85
Final
I Initial
I
,
NBo< -0.85
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ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE BOND I
NUMBER LESS THAN 0.85
1 I
,
+a ,
f_
I
I
I
I
-0.85<NB{ 0.85
In the case of the absolute value of the bubble Bond number
greater than 1.0, the vapor formation will detach from the
end of the tank and migrate toward the opposite end leaving
one mixer free of large vapor formation.
The above criterion is considered an important conclusion
as it shows that if mixers are placed at each end of the tank,
significant ullage encapsulation of both mixers will not occur
simultaneously if the absolute value of the bubble Bond number
is greater than unity.
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This criterion simplifies the equation for ullage
encapsulation when mixers are located at each end of the tank
by requiring that the mixer jet momentum be only sufficiently
large to overcome the surface tension forces which tend to
keep the vapor formation attached to the wall in the vicinity
of the mixer. Any bubble buoyancy forces due to acceleration
tend to assist in removing vapor formation from one of the
mixer units.
To _= _h_ _n_h11_d _h;_ _f one _mlt is essentially
free from "large bubbles" ("large bubbles" are more precisely
defined by the mathematical equations describing ullage
encapsulation conditions given in Appendix G), allowing the
unit to produce liquid circulation sufficient to break up the
vapor formation at the other end of the tank.
In summary, the mixer design criteria to overcome ullage
encapsulation during nonvent storage mode are not dependent
upon tank acceleration if mixers are located on each end of
the tank. As a result, it has been concluded that mixers
utilized during nonvented storage modes should be installed
at each end of the propellant tank.
Ulla_e Breakup
The ullage encapsulation criterion previously mentioned
is applicable when vapor is in the vicinity of the mixer unit.
As discussed, the ullage encapsulation and the phenomena of
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vapor formation at heat shorts influence the mixer design. On
the other hand, breakup of vapor not surrounding the operating
mixer does not influence the mixer design.
When liquid surrounds the mixer unit and the vapor is
located at the other end of the tank, two ullage break-up
criteria are derived beginning on page 165 of Reference I.
I
I
I
i
I
I
These two criteria are based on
i. Weber number and
2. Froude number.
i
!
It was shown that for vane-axial mixers of practical
size (PoDo > 0.01) the Weber number criterion is satisfied
and has no influence on mixer selection. For a tank Bond
i
I
number greater than i0, the Froude number criteria is appli-
cable. By use of mixers at each end of the tank, the Froude
number criterion need not be satisfied for higher tank Bond
I
I
numbers, just as it is not satisfied in many one-g mixing
tests even though adequate mixing is accomplished.
In terms of the outlet diameter-fluid power product,
the Weber number criterion is
_o_o_>0.0179p (_g=_b/p)3/2
where a is the surface tension, and Z b is the liquid depth i
above the nozzle, and p is the liquid density. The Froude
number criterion (for L/D = 2.0) is
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I PoDo >__ 0.826 (a/go) 3/2 (Dt) 4"5
I
I
I
I
Vapor Formation at Heat Shorts
_The applicability of the ullage de-encapsulation criteria
is dependent upon the location and distribution vapor bubbles
in the propellant tank. The heat transfer rates to the
propellant at the heat shorts for the manned Mars vehicle
examined in this study indicate that boiling will occur at
the heat shorts. As a result, vapor formations away from
the heated areas will collapse as vapor is formed at the
heat shorts. Eventually, all of the vapor will be located
at the heated area provided that the vapor is not removed by
buoyancy effects on the bubbles. For this reason the mixers
should not be located in the vicinity of a major heat short
(tank and engine supports).
It is not expected that the ullage de-encapsulation
criterion need be satisfied when considerable boiling takes
place at the heat shorts because if the buoyancy forces are
not sufficient to remove bubbles from the heat shorts then
the vapor will be removed from the mixer by condensation and
will format the heat shorts. On the other hand, if the
vapor is removed from the heat shorts by the buoyancy effect,
53
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vapor located at one of the mixers will also be removed (when
mixers are placed on each end of the tank). A sketch of the
two situations is shown below I
!
\ [:_:I:: I
!
';:'::,"::" Bubbles _ D " II
Vapor Not Removed Vapor Removed
From Heat Short From Heat Short
(Vapor also removed
from vicinity of
mixer)
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2.3.6 Outlet Diameter
The nozzle outlet diameter of a mixer should be sized
to satisfy the mixing time and ullage de-encapsulation
requirements (normally specified in terms of the fluid
power-outlet diameter product) and to match the pump flow
characteristics. A typical mixer with a nozzle attachment
and support structure is shown below.
...... _ ...... --_ _,i.._ _,_.<.........._-_ i
-_" _ ...._:J,,,,.L[ _1 /
/
For a given fluid power, the nozzle outlet should be
chosen to be as large as is practical. The nozzle config-
uration should be as near as is practical to a cylindrical
shape. The nozzle outlet diameter, Do, is related to the
pump blade diameter, DB, and the pump characteristics (spec-
ific speed, NS, and head coefficient, _, by the following
relation
where
DB NS
D° = 5933.3
N s = (n, rpm) x (G, gpm)l/2/(H, ft)3/4
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and = (H, ft)(g,ft/sec2)/( _ , rad/sec)2(rB, ft)2
For a given vane-axial pump, in which N s and DB are
known, the outlet diameter, Do, can be calculated. As
discussed in Appendix I an approximate relationship exists
between N S and _ for conventional pump design. Using this
relationship, the outlet diameter is approximately equal to
the blade diameter when NS = 30,000 and _ = 0.04. The
nozzle configuration, in this case, is essentially a straight
cylindrical tube. At a lower specific speed, the nozzle
section becomes convergent.
Conventional vane-axial pump designs have a blade
diameter of from 2 to 4 inches at pump speeds above i000 and
below i0,000 rpm. The fluid power output for pump blade
diameters in this range varies from a minimum of about 1.0
watt upwards to i00 watts.
For cases in which the mixer unit is not required to
operate for an extended period of time (i.e., below 500
hours), the weight penalty associated with mixing large
cryogenic tanks is usually less than 50 pounds per tank when
a low power unit is utilized. For mixers operating over long
periods of time a more unconventional design is required in
that the pump blade diameter can be considerably larger than
2 to 4 inches. The larger blade size results from a tradeoff
of the pump weight and power supply plus boiloff weight versus
outlet diameter. The outlet diameter should be such that the
boiloff and power supply weight is 6 to 7 times the weight
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of the pump plus supports. The suntmary of equations used in
the outlet diameter tradeoff is given in Appendix J.
When adhering to conventional pump design, the tradeoff
diameter cannot in general be selected since pump character-
istics NS, _ , and DB, cannot be matched to the outlet
diameter. The approach suggested in selecting an outlet
diameter is to first try to utilize a conventional design.
If the resulting weights are small, and the weight ratio
is less than i0 a conventional design should be used, other-
wise an unconventional pump design may be desired to minimize
penalties.
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2.3.7 Mixer Reliability
The reliability of the vane axial pump determines the
total number of units required in each propellant tank. For
nonvented storage modes of a manned Mars vehicle, one unit is
utilized at each end of each tank and the total operating
time for each unit is on the order of a few hundred hours.
The mean time before failure (MTBF) of a typical vane axial
pump is on the order of 105 hours. The reliability of the
mixer is
@o
MTBF
R=e
where @o is the total mixer operating time. For a total
operating time of 500 hours and a mean time before failure
of i00,000 hours the mixer reliability is .995.
The component reliability of the mixer can, of course,
be increased by installing two mixer units at each end of
the tank. The units are operated in parallel such that the
units at each end operate simultaneously and the reliability
is
@o _2
_"TB
R= i- i- e
The combined component reliability is increased to .99997.
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2.3.$ Effect of Baffles and Other Obstructions
If it is assumed that boiling at the wall will take
place between baffles then vapor formations trapped by the
baffles could very possibly degrade mixing performance, since
mixing in the vicinity of a large portion of the liquid-vapor
interface is essential for effective mixing. On the other
hand, typical propellant storage conditions under low gravity
conditions result in boiling only at the heat shorts (since
boiling in the vicinity of high heat inputs will suppress
boiling along the tank sidewalls). Baffles should be located
away from heat shorts, if possible.
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2.3.9 Electric Motor Selection
The selection of the type of electric motor (a.c. or
I
I
I
d.c.) to drive the axial flow pump is dependent upon:
i. Current state-of-the-art
2. Pump vapor removal requirements (ullage
de-encapsulation)
3. Simplicity and reliability
4. Weight consideration
5. Electric motor efficiency
The a.c. motor driven pump operation has been adequately
demonstrated in liquid hydrogen, by Pesco Products of Bedford,
Ohio and other pump manufacturers. This type of motor is well
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
within the existing state of the art. A mixing system util-
izing such a system could be built without further pump-motor
development effort.
i
I
The squirrel cage a.c. motor design is used and is
simple and reliable. Although the basic unit weight of the
a.c. pump motor is less than that of a comparable brushless
d.c. pump motor, the potential d.c. electric motor efficiency
is considerably superior to that which is obtainable with the
a.c. pump motor (see Appendix K). Whether the d.c. pump
motor design will achieve the efficiency potential must be
determined in the appropriate development program.
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As a result of the higher efficiency of the brushless
d.c. motor, the mixer unit having a comparable mixing ability
will result in a small weight penalty primarily because of
decreased boiloff (due to mixing) and power supply weight.
An important advantage of the more complex d.c. motor
driven unit is due to the torque-speed characteristics which
results in a considerable speed up of the unit when vapor is
ingested. The increased vapor momentum produced by the mixer
ill i _......_4___ 4_ _^ .._^___.. ^_ +_w serve to dispe vapor _uLm=L_u._ _. _,= _,_ _ _._
mixer unit. The vapor formation, if allowed to persist, will
degrade mixing performance to an unacceptable level.
A typical a.c. motor driven pump does not have the
required torque speed characteristic to permit the mixer to
dispel vapor formation. If an a.c. motor driven pump is to
be used, extensive modifications of conventional a.c. squirrel
cage motors will be required. Pertinent discussion of the
vapor encapsulation is presented in another part of this
section. Results of an analysis which substantiates this
conclusion are given in Appendix L. Hence a d.c. motor-
pump should be used unless other dominant phenomena are
present in mixing situations which preclude the possibility
of vapor encapsulation of both mixers (if one is installed
at each end of the tank) during nonvent mixing operation.
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It should be pointed out that venting by use of a
thermodynamic separator would alleviate vapor encapsulation
of a mixer if a vent mode was appropriate. However, when a
nonvent mode of storage is called for, as in the cases using
propellant "subcooling" to reduce boiloff, arbitrary venting
(as the ullage encapsulation situation arises) cannot gener-
ally be tolerated.
If mixers are installed at both ends of the tank, there
are at least two situations in which ullage encapsulation of
a mixer during the nonvent mode of storage will not occur.
These situations are:
i. Tank acceleration sufficient to maintain the
large vapor formations at one end of the tank.
(Absolute value of the Bond number, NBo , greater
than I0.0).
2. Sufficient tank wall vapor formation due to
boiling at heat shorts under low acceleration
conditions ( INBol < 1.0) such that the move-
ment of bubbles away from the heat shorts does not
occur between mixing cycles.
The second condition exists for manned Mars missions for
which the tank pressure rise is sufficiently severe to
require mixings at short intervals of time. The bubbles
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which form at the heat shorts thus are not allowed to grow
large enough to be removed by slight buoyancy effects.
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I
i MIXER
SECTION 3
DESIGN STUDY RE SULT S
I
The mixer design criteria given in Section 2 of this
i
I
I
|
I
I
i
I
I
report were applied to the case of a manned Mars vehicle.
Mixer units were selected for the three different sizes of
tanks of this vehicle. The mixer design drawings are given,
with the selected location of the mixer, venting system pro-
pellant feed lines, etc. indicated. The requirements of a
mixer control subsystem are also defined along with the
suggested mixer operational sequence.
The design data developed or used in the selected
designs are shown in tables and appropriately discussed.
The designs were based on conventional (state-of-the-art)
vane-axial pump size and power output (except in areas in
which a d.c. motor is used). The vane-axial pump was
always of conventional design.
I
I
I
I
A tradeoff analysis was conducted to obtain information
which was used in the selection of the mixer nozzle outlet
diameter. The mixer weight plus structural support weight
were formulated as a function of the mixer nozzle outlet
diameter for a required PoDo (for ullage encapsulation, or
other criteria) or minimum power level. The mathematical
expressions in the tradeoff were solved by use of the
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computer procedure described in Section 4, Volume II of
Reference I. The results were the jet momentum in terms
of the product of the jet nozzle outlet diameter and the
I
!
I
I
jet velocity (VoDo).
As pointed out in Subsection 2.3.6, the outlet diameter
obtained on the basis of a weight tradeoff is basically
I
I
dependent upon the total operating time of a mixer. The
conventional vane-axial pump design may not be suited for
an optimum design. However, unless the weight penalty for
I
I
a conventional vane axial pump design is excessive, a con-
ventional design should be used due to the cost of developing
unconventional vane axial pumps.
I
I
The number of mixer duty cycles was estimated on the
basis of the time for the tank pressure to rise from an
initial mixed condition to very near tank design pressure.
A thermal stratification analyses served as the basis for
determing the tank pressure rise. The pressure rise is
implicitly determined in terms of stratification coefficients.
The stratification and equilibrium coefficients were then
used to determine the number of duty cycles. Mixing time
coefficients were calculated based on correlations of jet
motion, bulk fluid motion and temperature decay obtained by
analytical and experimental methods.
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A fuel cell power supply was selected and the weights
attributed to mixing were obtained as a function of total
mixer operating time. The weights of the mixer including
boiloff and power supply (excluding mixer support, electrical
wiring, feed throughs, etc.) were obtained for a.c. and
brushless d.c. motor driven pumps for a minimum fluid power
level. In addition, weights are given for a brushless d.c.
motor driven pump system which includes the criterion to
satisfy ullage de-encapsulation of the mixer. In addition,
the power supply plus boiloff weight was also formulated in
terms of the outlet diameter.
The differences in the mixer subsystem weight were
converted into an initial mass in earth orbit (AIMIEO).
These weight differences were interpreted in terms of a cost
savings for a single vehicle by using a specific cost of
one thousand dollars per pound of weight in Earth orbit.
The methods used and the results are discussed and
shown in detail in the following subsections.
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3.1 STRATIFICATION
As discussed in Subsection 2.2, the stratification
prediction was based on a thermal-conduction-boiling model
at the heat shorts. For the reference manned Mars vehicle,
the summary of the heat shorts are given in Table 3-1. The
top main tank support and the engine mount heat shorts con-
tribute significantly to the heating. The tank supports,
etc., were considered to be the base of a fin (tank wall)
as shown below
Tank
Support Tank
Wall
The tank wall "fin" was assumed to be insulated on one
side. A simplified analysis was conducted in which the
following were assumed
i. A constant heat transfer coefficient was assumed
between the tank wall and the fluid, and
2. A transient heat transfer coefficient (based on
thermal conduction within the propellant).
A resulting temperature difference between the tank wall
and the fluid was obtained from this analysis. Because
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of the highly concentrated heat flux the temperature differ-
ence between the base of the fin and the fluid was found to
be above 1.0 ° F in all cases except for an initial transient
(which consisted of a time interval of less than an hour).
The significant point to be made, however, is that the
heating in the vicinity of tank supports, etc. is severe
enough to dominate the stratification process and heating
along the tank wall is of such less magnitude that boiling
along the tank wall away from heat short will be suppressed.
When the mixers are not operated, it may be postulated
that free convection and bubble motion away from the heat
short will be the primary mode of energy transfer. However,
free convection is not expected to be initiated because of
the low Rayleigh number (less than 1700) for the combined
heating rate-acceleration conditions. Bubble removal by
bouyancy forces is not expected if the bubble Bond number
is less than 1.0. For the acceleration condition postu-
lated (a/g o _ 10 -8) the bubble Bond number is considerably
less than one. As a result, thermal conduction has been
postulated as the major resistance to heat transfer, with
evaporation taking place at the heat short and condensation
(collapse of bubbles) occurring at vapor locations away from
the concentrated heating areas. The thermal conduction
70
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resistance is then proportional to the bubble interracial
areas.
The single bubble diameter and corresponding inter-
facial area are given in Table 3-2 and are based on the
tank void fraction. The tanks are nonvented (except for
the Mars orbit phase of the Mars escape stage) and the void
fraction decreases as heating takes place. The minimum and
maximum single bubble diameters are shown (minimum occurs
at the end of a mission phase), in addition, a comparison
was made of single bubble and one-tenth single-bubble-
_iameter area (interfacial area when the tank contains
i000 bubbles whose diameters are one-tenth that of the
single bubble diameter) and tank area. The one-tenth-
single-bubble-diameter area is given for comparison only
and is not used in calculations. The interfacial area is
increased by a factor of ten when the bubble diameter is
decreased by a factor of ten. This indicates the desirable
effect obtained by breaking up large bubbles.
The_nal stratification and equilibrium coefficients
are given in Table 3-3 for the heat flux from a single
bubble in liquid hydrogen (maximum stratification) and the
heating of liquid hydrogen through the tank wall (minimum
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stratification). The coefficients are defined in Subsection
2.2 and were used to calculate the number of duty cycles
required for each phase of the mission.
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3.2 DUTY CYCLE EVALUATION FOR NONVENTED STORAGE
The number of duty cycles were evaluated for the charac-
teristic stratification and equilibrium coefficients for non-
vented storage. The results are tabulated in Table 3-4. The
maximum and minimum number of duty cycles were based on the
"heat short" stratification and stratification due to wall
heating respectively. The maximum and minimum times between
mixer operations for the maximum number of duty cycles are
also tabulated.
The results of the prediction of the number of duty
cycles are applicable to the nonvent portion of the mission
(which includes the total mission time for the Earth escape
stage, Mars braking stage and all but the last 231 days of
the Mars escape stage). The vent system is required to
function in the Mars escape stage for the last 231 days of
the Mars orbit phase of the mission. The mixer units
envisioned are not considered as components of the vent
system due to the larger pressure drop (heat exchanger)
requirements of the vent system.
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3.3 MIXING TIME
The parameters associated with the calculations of
mixing time and the resulting mixing time coefficients,
CM, are tabulated in Table 3-5. The mixing time coefficient
as discussed in Subsection 2.3.3 is defined as
CM = VoDo_M/Dt 2
where 0_ is the mixing time. The mixing times for each
and including the ullage de-encapsulation criterion) For
the case in which the ullage de-encapsulation criterion was
applied, the estimated time to remove a large bubble from
the vicinity of the mixer was included in the maximum
operating time of the mixer.
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3.4 POWER SUPPLY WEIGHT COEFFICIENT
The power supply and boiloff weight were determined
from the coefficients tabulated in Table 3-7. The fuel
cell weight was calculated from two coefficients, since the
weight is a function of both the power level and the product of
the power level and operating time. The boiloff is solely
a function of the product of the power level and total
mixer operating time. An dc-ac inverter coefficient is also
shown since for ac motor driven pumps, a dc-ac
inverter is required. The silver zinc battery coefficient
is shown for comparison purposes. If a silver zinc battery
power supply is used, the weights attributable to mixing
are approximately twice the weight (including boiloff) for
a fuel-cell powered system.
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Table 3-7
POWER SUPPLY WEIGHT COEFFICIENTS
Fuel Cell
POWER LEVEL-
OPERATING TIME
COEFFICIENT,
POUNDS/WATT-HR
0.00135
Boiloff 0.0175
Silver Zinc Battery 0.014
Inverter (50% efficient)
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3.5 PUMP-MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
The pertinent parameters required to define the mixer
design are summarized in Table 3-8. The two basic cases
are shown; including and excluding the criterion for ullage
de-encapsulation. Both a.c. and d.c. motor driven pumps
are shown for the case in which the ullage de-encapsulation
criteria is not applicable.
In the case in which ullage de-encapsulation is appli-
cable, an a.c. motor system is not considered due to the
difficulty in matching vapor and liquid flow conditions
through the pump. A conventional a.c. motor does not have
the speed characteristics necessary to satisfy required
vapor flow rates without utilizing excessive power when
liquid is pumped.
In the case not requiring ullage de-encapsulation, the
fluid power level was selected on the basis of a practical
minimum level of one watt. The corresponding blade diameter
of the pump was selected on the basis of conventional pump
size and taking into account the optimum diameter obtained
by a tradeoff analysis.
The specific speed of the pump was selected so that
the outlet diameter was equal to the pump blade diameter
in order to obtain a maximum jet performance for a given
82
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PUMP
Fluid Power, Watts
Outlet Velocity, Ft/Sec.
Pump Head, Feet of LH 2
Flow Rate, gpm
S_ecific Speed,
Head Coefficient
Pump Blade Diameter, inches
Outlet Diameter, inches
Table 3-8
MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
Ullage Encapsulation Ullage Encapsulation
Criterion Not Applicable Criterion Applicable
A.C.
MOTOR
1.0
7.9
0.97
77.4
30,000
0.04
2.0
2.0
Fluid Power x outlet Diameter,watt- 0. 167
ft
Pump Speed, rpm 3200
Hydraulic Efficiency, % 60
Torque, inch-ounce 0.7
Fan Weight, Ibs. 0.3
Electric Motor Weight, Ibs. 0.15
Mixer Unit Weight, ibs. 0.45
Electric Motor Efficiency, % 23
Overall Pump-Motor Efficiency, % 14
Power Input to Electric Moto_ Watts 7.14
D.C. D.C.
MOTOR MOTOR
1.0 1.5 1.5
7.9 9.0 9.0
0.97 1.27 1.27
77.4 88.6 88.6
30,000 30,000 30,000
0.04 0.04 0.04
2.0 2.0 2.0
2.0 2.0 2.0
0.167 0.25 0.25
3200 13,500 3,600
60. 60. 60.
0.7 0.16 0.6
0.3 0.3 0.3
1.2 1.4 1.4
1.5 1.7 1.7
62 69 31
37 41 19
2.7 3.62 8.1
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Table 3-8 (Cont'd)
Inverter Weight, ibs.
Power Output From Power Supply, Watts
Power Supply Fixed Weight, ibs.
Number of Mixers Per Tank Operating
Simultaneously
Number of Mixers Per Tank
Mixer Weight Per Tank
(Excluding Support Structure), Ibs.
Ullage Encapsulation Ullage Encapsulation
Criterion Not Criterion Applicable
Applicable
AC DC DC
MOTOR MOTOR MOTOR
0.34
14.3 2.7 3.62
0.6 1.22
8.1
1.22
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 2 2 2
0.9 3.0 3.4 3.4
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pump blade diameter and fluid power. The nozzle in this case,
i has a cylindrical shape.
One mixer was located at each end of the tank and the
I operation of both mixers cycled such that neither mixer
i operates simultaneously. A typical mixer design is shown
in Figure 3-i. Mixer system installations are shown in
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Figures 3-2 through 3-4.
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3.6 MIXER WEIGHT SUMMARY
The weight sumnaries of the mixer system (excluding
structural supports, electrical wiring, feed throughs, etc.)
are tabulated in Table 3-9 through 3-14 for the case of a
fuel cell as the power source. Maximum and minimum weights
are given corresponding to the maximum and minimum number
of duty cycles and mixing time. The weights are converted
to an initial mass in Earth orbit (AIMIEO) for consistent
comparison since one additional pound of weight in the Earth
escape stage requires approximately two pounds of weight
initially (additional propellant, etc.) in Earth orbit, and
one pound of additional weight in the Mars escape stage
requires over four pounds of weight initially in Earth
orbit. The boiloff, which constitutes part of the weight
penalty, was assumed to be a fixed weight associated with
the tank. If boiloff occurs before final stage burnout, the
estimated weight of the boiloff is conservative.
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I 3.7 COST SAVINGS
I
i
I
I
i
The differential in costs of placing the various mixer
subsystems and their corresponding weight in Earth orbit
assists in the Justification of the mixer subsystem selected
and the corresponding costs of the development of unconven-
tional systems. The maximum and minimum costs for placing
three conventional mixer systems in Earth orbit are shown in
Table 3-15. These systems are ac or dc motor driven pumps for
the cases including the ullage encapsulation criterion and the
case of adc motor driven pump not considering the ullage
encapsulation criterion. The data shown in Table 3-15 are
based on a cost of one thousand dollars per pound of weight in
Earth orbit. These data may be interpreted as the relative
cost estimate for a conventional miser system for this specific
vehicle.
The cost differential between the maximum and minimum
values shown in Table 3-15 are based on the assumed difference
I
I
I
I
I
in prediction of stratification development (maximum and
minimum stratification coefficients are given in Table 3-3)
and mixing time (mixing time coefficients are given in
Table 3-5). The cost differential can be interpreted as an
anticipated overdesign required for the uncertainty in strati-
fication development and mixing time. As an example, the cost
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Table 3-15
EFFECTIVE COST OF
INCREASE IN NFMMIXER S¥STEM MASS IN EARTH
ORBIT (EXCLUDING FIXED WEIGHTS)
A.C. Motor Driven Pump
Not Including Ullage
Encapsulation Criterion
Maximum Cost
Dollars
518,000
D.C. Motor Driven Pump
Not Including Ullage
Encapsulation Criterion 239,000
D.C. Motor Driven Pump
Including Ullage
Encapsulation Criterion 848,000
98
Minimum Cost
Dollars
53,000
68,000
86,000
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I
I
differential for an ac motor driven pump is estimated as
$465,000 per Mars vehicle. For three Mars vehicles, the cost
differential is about $1,400,000. These cost differentials
I
I
can be utilized as the basis of the cost effectiveness of
refining stratification and mixing prediction techniques by
performing additional analytical and experimental studies.
I
I
In a similar manner, there is approximately $800,000
(for three Mars vehicles) difference between the ac and dc
motor driven pumps which may be utilized to determine the
I
I
cost effectiveness of developing the dc motor driven pump (if
further refinements in stratification and mixing time predic-
tions are not made).
A comparison of the cost differential between the dc
motor with and without the applicability of the ullage
encapsulation criteria results in a cost differential of
about $1,800,000. This differential is indicative of the
cost effectiveness of further investigation (analytical and
experimental) to establish the validity of the ullage
I
I
I
I
encapsulation criterion.
Comparison of these costs with the development and
orbital costs of unconventional systems provides a basis
for a decision to develop an unconventional system. The
decision to develop the unconventional system must also
99
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require some estimate of the improvement in performance over
the conventional systems described in this section.
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3.8 MIXER OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE
The mixer operational control requirements arederived
from the operational sequence of the mixer. The type of
operational sequence required results from the selected pro-
pellant storage mode. For the Earth escape and Mars braking
stage, the cryogenic propellant is stored in a nonvented mode.
Venting is anticipated only during ground hold, launch and
helium vapor "blowdown" initially in Earth orbit. Venting
during ground hold, etc. is carried out by use of a conven-
tional vent system in which the propellant is settled.
An emergency vent system utilizing a thermodynamic
separator is envisioned for both the Earth escape and Mars
braking stages. The emergency vent system operates auto-
matically when the tank pressure approaches the tank design
pressure (slightly above the pressurization level during
engine firing) and continues to operate until the tank pres-
sure drops an amount specified by a practical vent band
(i.0 to 2.0 psi). Mixers are located on both the forward
and aft tank bulkheads. The emergency vent system is located
on the forward bulkhead.
The mixers in the Earth escape and Mars braking stages
are activated at a pressure corresponding to the pressure
level produced by the pressurization system (a pressure above
i01
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I
I
the propellant saturation pressure before pressurization by
an amount corresponding to the initial NPSP).
Four tank pressure levels are of interest in the des-
I
!
cription of the mixer operating sequence.
levels are shown below
The four pressure I
I
/'k
....._P__9-'-'_-_-_....
P3 |
P2 |
PI I
I
I
I
Po
I
Time
The storage begins at an initial saturation (mixed) I
pressure, Po' which in the Mars manned vehicle corresponds
to the triple point pressure. I
The final mixed saturation pressure of the liquid before I
engine firing is PI" P2 is the pressure to which the tank
is pressurized during engine firing. Pump initial NPSP I
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I
•requirements are satisfied by the difference between P2 and
I PI" P3 is a maximum allowable pressure.
I The mixing cycle is initiated at the pressurization
pressure P2" Mixer I is operated and after a specified
I period of time Mixer II is operated. The mixer locations
I are shown below ]
Mixer I
The mixing cycle (activated by Pt>P2) is as follows
i. Mixer I is activated by a pressure switch when Pt > P2
2. Mixer I is deactivated either
a) At 8mi n by a timer (Timer I (@min)) which
overrides the (Ap/A@)d switch if
AP/AO < (AP/AO) d for @<__Omin,
where (dP/A@)d is the selected tank pressure
i decay rate (the pressure decay rate switch
deactivates the mixers if the pressure decay
I rate,AP/d@ , is less than (AP/A@)d at @>@mi_
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b) When AP/A9 = (AP/Ag) d by a pressure transducer if
AP/A@ > (AP/d@)d at 8mi n and AP/A@ < (Ap/A@)d at
@max, or
c) By a timer (Timer I, @max) where _P/_@ >(AP/_@)d
in the time interval @min< @<@max"
d) By an onboard computer system.
3. Mixer II is activated by Timer II at a time equal
to ema x after Mixer I was activated.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4. Mixer II is deactivated in the same manner as
Mixer I is deactivated.
The time, 9min, is the minimum anticipated length of
I
I
the mixing time and 9ma x is the maximum length of the mixing I
time, as is given in Table 3-6.
m
Two sequences of possible Mixer I and II operation are i
shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 for
i. A rapid destratification in which _P/_8 < (_P/_9) d
when 8 is reached and the mixers are deactivated
min
by the 8mi n timers.
2. A destratification time in which _P/_8 > (_P/_8) d
at 9mi n and _P/_9 - (_P/d@)d in the time interval
9min< 9 <gmax, and the mixers are deactivated at
The rate of pressure decay _P_9 is sensed either
I
I
I
I
I
I
mechanically by use of a small storage chamber and an ori-
fice or electronically.
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I There are at least two other modes of operation of the
mixers once the pressure P2 is reached. These two are
I i. The Mixer I can be activated at P2 and deactivated
I at PI" When P2 is reached again Mixer II can be
activated and deactivated at P1 (A timer can be
I also used to activate Mixer II ) as shown below.
_ P3
,
n : / Due to
/_a_,_o_,o_
'
I Time
I 2. A programmed tank pressure history can be used to
I
I
I
I
I
deactivate both mixers as shown below.
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OJ
I I
/ L /..,,_.,___0.,¢ ¢/ 1/
Time
P2
P
i
psi
The programmed tank pressure history can be set to be
one psi higher than the anticipated non-vent pressure his-
tory of the tank.
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SECTION 4
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
The experimental phase of the program has provided data
on mixing, ullage breakup and llquid/vapor flow characteristics.
The experimental mixing investigations were conducted under
both pressurized and nonpressurized conditions and primarily
mental results indicated to be superior to radial jet mixing.
In addition, a test was conducted using a jet directed at a
60 ° angle from the horizontal in order to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of this concept. The experimental investigations
considering ullage breakup and liquld/vapor flow characteristics
were conducted in a miniature tank using an axial Jet. These
tests were designed to simulate low gravity tank interface
I conditions. The experimental data has been used to compare
I analytical
[
I
[
[
I
predictions and to develop mixer design parameters.
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4.1 EXPERIMENTAL TEST OBJECTIVES
The objective of the experimental tests was to perform
mixing and ullage breakup investigations with water to
supplement and expand previous testing in support of the
development and verification of analytical techniques for
predicting the performance of mixing devices and to provide
design information. This was done in three test phases.
The first phase involved open tank or non-pressurized
mixing and the second phase involved closed tank or pressuri-
zed mixing. The third phase utilized a miniature non-
pressurized tank. The miniature tank test considered
ullage breakup and liquid/vapor flow characteristics due to
the axial jet mixing when the liquid/vapor interface was
curved. The ullage, in this case, consisted of air.
4.1.1 Test Data Requirements
Test data requirements were much the same as reported
in Reference I except that interest was entirely on mixing
rather than partially on stratification and draining.
Also, additional detail and continuity in the data were
sought. For example, dye movements in the open tank were
recorded continuously by motion picture rather than by
ii0
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slides and closed tank ullage pressures were recorded on
continuous trace strip charts. Test variables for the open
and closed tank tests requiring experimental data for
verification of their effect on mixing were liquid level,
ullage heating, and a jet directed at a 60 ° angle from the
horizontal in addition to the nozzle diameters and heater
combinations used in previous tests. The miniature test
_I 1 • .
variables were water level, zzow rates and tank o_ame_er.
The open tank tests were designed to yield data on
both the jet motion and bulk fluid motion during mixing as
well as temperature data. The closed tank tests were in-
tended to yield data on temperature and pressure histories
during mixing. The miniature tests were intended to deter-
mine the mixing jet flow rate required to break up the ullage
into small bubbles whose diameter is at least on order of
magnitude smaller than d_e tank diameter. (The analytical
study had indicated that it is desirable to break the ullage
into a number of small bubbles to reduce the possibility of
ullage encapsulation of the mixers and to reduce the rate
of pressure rise when the mixers are not operated). The
data from the experimental testing were analyzed to yield
mixing times, mixing performance, transient pressure and
temperature effects, and data on ullage breakup during mixing.
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4.1.2 Experimental/Analytical Data Comparison
!
I
I
The experimental and analytical comparisons that can be I
made to determine the validity of analytical predictions are i
principally those described in Reference i. In addition,
the ullage pressure history provides a comparison with i
liquid surface temperature since it is a function of satura- I
tion temperature. The pressure decay is an indication of
mixing. The ullage breakup data showed the ability to i
breakup the ullage and avoid ullage encapsulation of a i
mixer.
The comparison of experimental data with analytical I
predictions in some cases can be made without further I
analysis, however, for the most part some analysis is
required. The jet motion and bulk fluid motion, as revealed I
by dye movements during mixing, required analysis of I
experimental data first. The comparison of the bulk fluid
motion with experimental pressure and temperature decay I
also requires analysis of the data. The ullage breakup i
data is not compared directly with an analytical prediction,
instead it confirms the possibility of breaking up the ullage. I
In some cases, the interpretation of the data is a matter I
of judgement. This is particularly true in determining
temperature differences and dye position during mixing. I
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4.2 TEST FACILITY DESIGN CONSIDERATION
Verification of analytical predictions and determining
design information for large scale mixing systems from small
scale experimental results require that careful considera-
tion be given to geometrical similarity and the conservation
equations. These considerations were used in the original
design of the test systems.
4.2.1 Geometrical Similarity
Geometrical similarity requires that the configuration
of the test tank and the full scale tank for which a mixer
system is to be designed be as similar in shape as possible.
The original test system was designed to simulate a cylin-
drical tank with a hemispherical top and a hemispherical
concave tank bottom. An additional convex hemispherical
bottom was also utilized in this test series. The closed
tank tests utilized the hemispherical top and the convex
bottom. The open tank tests did not use the hemispherical
top, but did utilize both bottom bulkhead configurations.
As before, the most significant variation between the open
and closed test tanks and an actual space application was
113
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the existance of a flat liquid/vapor interface rather than
a curved interface as would be found in an operational tank
in a low-g environment. The miniature test considered this
curved interface.
4.2.2 Conservation Equations
The original design of the test system utilized dimen-
sionless parameters obtained from the conservation equations
in order to insure that the test results would adequately
simulate heating conditions and acceleration levels of
typical vehicles and missions (S-IVC Orbital and Manned
Interplanetary). The analysis showed that, with water as
the test fluid, the experimental tanks used in this study
would provide valid data.
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4.3 EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
4.3. I Summary
The experimental testing was conducted using three
separate test systems. The open and closed tank systems
I
!
were essentially the same as those described in Reference i
except for modifications and additions found to be desirable
during the first test series and those changes necessary
I
I
to expand test conditions• In order to avoid repetition
of the information reported in Reference I, this report
will describe only the modifications and additions to the
I
I
original test apparatus• For more detailed information
see Reference i. The miniature test system was an entirely
new design.
I
I
The major additions to the open tank system consisted
of the following components:
• Convex bottom bulkhead
I . An axial nozzle designed to direct a Jetin the shape of a hollow cone at a 60 °
angle from the horizontal
I • An 0.032 inch diameter axial jet orifice
I • Digital acquisition of test data•
I
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I
I
These open tank test system additions and other modifications
are described in detail in Subsection 4.3.2.
The major additions to the closed tank consisted of the
following items:
• Convex bottom bulkhead
I
I
I
I
. An 0.032 inch diameter axial jet orifice
• Vacuum pump
These closed tank test system additions and other modifica-
I
I
tions are described in detail in Subsection 4.3.3.
The miniature test system was very simple and consisted
of the following three basic components:
I
I
Two interchangeable glass tubes (13 and 6 mm •
in diameter) with approximately hemispherical |
tops. These tubes served as the test tanks.
Two interchangeable orifices 0.0356 and 0.0216
mm in diameter which served as the axial jet
mixer nozzles.
The associated plumbing lines carrying water
to and from the test tanks.
Due to the simplicity of design of this test apparatus and
the importance of it on the data, the system will be described
along with the experimental data in Subsection 4.5.3.
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4.3.2 Open Tank Experimental Equipment
4.3.2•1 Open Tank Test System
The test system for the open tank tests were
the same as used in previous tests.
of the following components:
. A 12-in.-O.D. by 24-in.-high lucite cylinder
installed on a stainless steel concave or
convex bulkhead tank bottom.
• A nozzle assembly installed on the tank bottom
. A pump and flow loop installed beneath the tank
bottom
• Sidewall, top, and bottom heaters, all internal
to the tank. Instrumentation for measurement and
recording of liquid temperatures and pressure
drop across the nozzle.
. Power supplies and controls for electrical
heater excitation.
A number of modifications and additions were made to
the open tank system in order to expand test conditions and
to facilitate data acquisition• The additions and modifica-
tions are described below. Figure 4-1 shows a simplified
sketch of the open tank test system with a concave bottom
bulkhead. Figure 4-2 is a photograph of an actual test
setup with a convex bottom bulkhead.
essentially
The system consisted
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Thermocoup]e Rake
Penetration P_d nts
Rake Height
Above F]ange 21..0"
19.5':4
n ilo.O -I
(.032 _', 0.0_]2", 0.125:, or 0.25 _ )
Blanket Heaters
Polyurethane Foam
t :ion
Concave Bottom
Drain Line
3-Way Valve.
0-120v AC
Nozzle Bypass Pump Bypass
Throttle Valve Va l,,e
Flow M/eter - __ _ I,i'
(0-750 watts) Pump
Figure 4-i Schematic of Open-Tank Test System
With Concave Bottom Bulkhead
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Figure 4-2 Photograph of the Open Tank Test System 
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Test Tank Additlons and Modifications
In addition to the concave bottom bulkhead used in
previous tests, a convex bottom bulkhead was also used in
the open tank tests. The convex bulkhead is a reverse of
the concave bulkhead. Figure 4.3-6 in Reference 1 shows I
l
details of this bulkhead. This additional bottom bulkhead
was used in order to obtain information on the effect of I
the geometry change on mixing.
Heater Modifications
The size of the sidewall heater was increased to have
a total height above the bottom flange of the tank of 21.6
inches. This was done in order to perform sidewall heating
tests at higher water levels.
The bottom heater used on the convex bulkhead was of
the same type used previously on the concave bulkhead. The
installation procedures were also similar.
Pump and Flow Loop Modifications
The general arrangement of the pump flow loop was as
shown in Figure 4-1. The pump was a Tuthlll Model lOOW
posltlve-dlsplacement, vane-type pump. Capacity was 95 gphr
at 1725 rpm. The maximum discharge pressure was I00 psi.
The pump was driven by a reversible, 1/2 hp variable speed
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d.c. motor, with output speed remotely adjustable from 0 to
1800 rpm. An integral tachometer-generator circuit provided
speed regulation to _ I% of setpoint.
The pump flow loop contained two bypasses for use in
controlling flow rates and pump loop temperatures. The
pump bypass loop was used to accommodate the pump to some
of the lower nozzle flow rates. The nozzle bypass loop
was used prior to turning the jet on to recirculate flu=d
in the pump flow loop past an inline heater in order to
warm the fluid to approximately the same temperature as
the tank fluid.
The inline heater was an electrical cartridge type
with a rating of 0-750 watts. This heater was also used
to make up for heat losses from the pump flow loop during
tests.
The pump flow loop also contained an accumulator which
served to dampen pump discharge pressure pulsations. An
in-line filter unit was an integral part of the accumulator.
Flow measurements were obtained by two redundant methods.
A Flow Technology turbine meter located downstream from the
pump provided one means of measuring the flow. This meter
had two ranges; 0.01-0.i gpm and 0.I-i.0 gpm. In addition,
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I
I
a Statham Instruments differential pressure transducer,
Model PM-280TC, was used to measure the pressure drop across
I
I
the nozzle inlet and outlet.
be used to obtain a flow rate.
0-_i00 psi range.
The pressure drop could then
This transducer had a
!
!
Nozzle Assembly Modifications
The nozzle assembly used in earlier tests was redesigned
to reduce its mass and height in order to provide a more
i
I
realistic mixer model. The redesigned assembly is detailed
in Figure 4-3. It consists of a flanged sleeve and a threaded
collar which, together, form the slit for the radial jet;
I
I
and interchangeable caps with 0.032-, 0.082-, 0.125-, and
0.25- inch diameter orifices for the axial jets. The parts
were all of aluminum, type 6061-T-6.
I
I
An additional nozzle assembly designed to direct flow
at a 60 ° angle from the horizontal was also manufactured.
This assembly is shown in Figure 4-4. It consists of a
sleeve with a flared flange directed outward at a 60 ° angle
and a threaded collar in the shape of a truncated 60 ° cone
which,
I
I
I
together, form the slit for the 60 ° jet; a threaded I
lock ring or nut; and 3 centering screws. The slit width
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Nozzle Material: 6061-T6, Aluminum
I
_2 0" , I Axial Jet Nozzle
I _------- " 'I I Interchangeable
I I _--l.0"--J 1 1 Orifices with
I I I I | I I Diameters of 0.032",
I ] I I / I I 0.082", 0.125", and
O !_" [ __ Centering Pins
I iI .... 3 Each at 120 °
I _Radial Nozzle, or
0'5" V//_V////////I I////////_ V//_ Inlet for Axial Jet
I "i V//_///////3 _ _Adjustable, 0-3/16 InchBottom Heater I _77777A-%1 |r/n777-A i"_
L_'//_ | | _/#Lz4j Polyurethane Foam Insulation
3t9o" ___e_nane Foam In
I Flange
I
I -- -- Concave Bottom Bulkhead
I
I
I
I
I
I
Figure 4-3 Schematic of Axial 3et Nozzle Assembly
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Nozzle Material: 6061-T6, Aluminum I
I
3t4" B°tt°m "eater_x._.__ I ; / Polyurethane Foam Insulation I
II" ,
I C eve Bottom Bulkhead •
Figure 4-4 Schematic of 60 ° Jet Nozzle Assembly
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can be varied with different positions of the centering
screws. All parts, except for the centering screws, are
made from 6061-T6 aluminum.
4.3.2.2 Open Tank Control System
The control system for the heater power and pump
motor were essentially the same as used in earlier tests.
Additional controls were added to allow remote draining
and filling of the test tank. Controls for the pump loop
heater were also added to maintain the nozzle inlet and
outlet temperatures within a preset temperature difference
and account for heat transfer from the pump loop.
4.3.2.3 Instrumentation System and Components
Measurements made during the open-tank tests included
water and bottom heater temperatures, pump flow rates, drain
flow rates, nozzle pressure drop, and heater power. The
instrumentation system is described in Reference i except
for the following changes.
Temperature Measurement
Temperatures were sensed with copper-constantan thermo-
couples. The thermocouples were installed in rakes which
125
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I
I
!
penetrated the sidewall of the test tank rather than a single
rake extending downward from the surface. Figure 4-2 shows I
the rakes in place. Figure 4-5 shows the thermocouple
locations for the concave bulkhead tank and Figure 4-6 shows
the locations for the convex bulkhead tank. I
Flow Measurement I
Flow measurements were made directly with the turbine
meter and indirectly with the pressure transducers described I
in the description of the pump flow loop (Subsection 4.2.2.1). I
i
Data Recordinz
Temperature data was recorded on both strip charts and I
i
in digital form on punched paper tape by use of a Dymec Model
2010D-1716 data system. This was similar to the system
described for the closed tank tests in Reference i. Power
inputs to the heaters were recorded periodically on log
sheets during each run. Punched tape data was reduced to
printed form using General Dynamics Computer Procedure RPO.
PhotoEraphy:
Sixteen millimeter color movies were made to record dye
motion in the tank for later study. A clock was also photo-
graphed to provide timing data during the film. Tank lighting
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Figure 4-5 Schematic of Concave Bulkhead Thermocouple
Rake Assembly For Open Tank Tests
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Figure 4-6 Schematic of Convex Bulkhead Thermocouple
Rake Assembly For Closed Tank Tests
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I
was provided by flood lights placed around the tank for non-
!
!
side wall heating runs. During sidewall heating tests the
same lighting procedure described in Reference i was used.
4.3.3 Closed Tank Experimental Equipment
!
4.3.3.1 Closed Tank Test System
I The closed tank test system is basically the same as
u==u in previous tests. _zgure 4-7 shows a simplified
schematic of the system and Figure 4-8 shows a photograph
I of the system. The system components consist of those
I described in detail in Reference i and additions modifi-or
cations described as follows:!
Test Tank Modification
I The basic tank remained the fortest same except use
of a convex bottom bulkhead. This was the same bulkhead
I used in the open tank tests.
I temperature sensor rake feed-through assembly whichThe
i had passed through a flange in the tank top was eliminated
and replaced by rake penetrations through the tank sidewall
at each axial position where temperatures were measured.
This was done in order to eliminate the heat short from the
ullage to the outside environment. This also reduced the
mass and volume of the sensor sheaths.
I
I
I
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Figure 4-7 Schematic of the Closed Tank Test System 
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I
I
Tank Heaters and Insulation Modifications I
The top bulkhead internal and external heaters were
modified. The top inside heater was formed from two metal
sheathed, flexible heater coils wound around the outside
I
I
of a stainless steel shell which had been shaped to the
contours of the inside surface of the top bulkhead. Each
heater was a Chromalox model TR-10012, i00 inches in length,
I
I
0.246 inches in diameter and rated at 2100 W. Ceramic felt
insulation (Carborundum Co. Fiberfrax) was placed between
heater elements and the outer shell. The heater was clamped
I
I
to the shell. Electrical connections to the heater were
made through feed-throughs in the tank top. The steel shell
was then spot welded to the inside of the tank head. Figure
I
I
4-9 shows a schematic of the arrangement.
The top outside heater consisted of three of the same
Chromalox heater elements wound around the outside of the
I
I
bulkhead. Figure 4-10 shows a photograph of the in- Itop
stalled outside heater.
m
The entire tank was insulated with 4-1/8 inch layers
of Fiberfrax. The tank was then enclosed in a 3 inch ure- I
thane foam insulation Jacket which was removable. This
!
appears in Figure 4-8 as the large shiny cylinder in the
middle of the test rig. I
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I
Pump and Pump Flow Loop Modifications
I
I
The pump and pump flow loop were changed from the
previous configuration and corresponded to the system de-
scribed for the open tank in Subsection 4.3.2.1. The only
I
I
nozzle used was 0.032 inches in diameter.
Vacuum System
A vacuum pump was connected to the test tank in order
I
I
I
to pump the system down to the saturation pressure of the
water prior to testing.
4.3.3.2 Control Systems and Components
Three additions were made to the control system.
These were (i) a remote control unit for the pump motor
speed (2) vacuum pump switches and (3) steam and pump loop
I remote temperature controls. The remaining controls and
components are described in Reference i.
I
I
I
I
4.3.3.3 Instrumentation System and Components
Primary modifications made in the instrumentation
system involved rearrangement of the temperature sensors
and pressure and flow measurement components. These changes
are described below. The data recording and processing
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I
I
methods are the same as used in the open tank tests.
methods are described in Subsection 4.3.2.3.
These
I
!
Temperature Measurements
The temperature sensors in the liquid and ullage of I
the closed test tank were the same as those used in the I
open tank tests. The rake arrangement is shown in Figure 4-11.
Flow Rate Measurement
Except for the jet flow rate measurements, the flow
!
I
measurement methods are the same as described in Subsection
4.3.2.3.
Pressure Measurement
!
I
Measurements of the tank ullage pressure were made
using two redundant pressure transducers. The low range
transducer was a Statham Instruments, Model PA822-50 with
a range of 0-50 psia. The high range transducer was a
u
Statham Instruments, Model PA822-I00 with a range of 0-I00
psig. Both transducer readings were recorded by the digital I
data recording system. In addition, the high range trans- I
ducer was recorded on a single point continuous strip-chart
recorder. The use of the two redundant transducers provided I
improved data reliability and sensitivity.
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Figure 4-Ii Schematic of Thermocouple Rake
Assembly For Closed Tank Tests
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I
I
4.4 TEST PROCEDURES i
4.4.1 Open Tank Test Procedures !
The open tank tests were planned primarily to study
axial jet stratification reduction. In addition, a 60 ° jet
was used to evaluate the concept of using a system inter-
mediate between an axial jet and a radial jet. No stratlfi-
I
I
I
cation or draining tests were planned except as incidental
phases of the destratification tests. The data taken were
intended to supplement and expand data taken during pre-
!
!
vious open tank tests and hence the test procedure was
similar to that reported in Reference i.
The data taken during the tests consisted of tempera-
!
!
ture measurements as a functionof time and tank position.
In addition, 16 rmcolor movies were made of dye movements
during mixing and flow penetration of the stratified layer.
Test variables included flow rate, nozzle size, heating I
rate, type of heating, type of tank bottom, and liquid height
above the nozzle. I
Four axial jet nozzle diameters were used in the tests:
0.032, 0.082, 0.127 and 0.25 inch. The 60 ° jet tests con-
sidered only one outlet area corresponding to the area
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i of the 0.25 inch axial jet nozzle. This required an
i opening of 0.008 inches in width.
The test tank was heated using various combinations
I of top, bottom, and side heating in order to provide a
i range of data. These heater combinations were as follows:
top, bottom, side, top and bottom, and side and bottom.
i Top heating rates were a nominal 940 and 94 watts. The
i nominal sidewall heating rate was 6900 watts. Bottom
heating rates were nominal values of 82, 820, 1280 and
i 1640 watts= There were variations in these rates due
to variations in power settings° Initial stratification
was produced either by heating a top layer of the fluid
with the top heater or by injecting hot dye near the
liquid surface.
Two bottom bulkheads were used in these tests; a con-
vex and a concave bulkhead. The tests performed on the
I
I
I
I
concave bulkhead were extensions of the earlier open tank
tests. The convex bulkhead tests were an entirely new
test series.
Two water levels were used in the tests with the con-
cave bottom bulkhead; 17.7 and 8.7 inches above the nozzle.
139
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I
Three water levels were used with the convex bottom bulk- I
head; 23.8, 14.8 and 6.7 inches above the nozzle. The I
differences between the concave and convex water levels
was due to the lower nozzle position in the convex tests. I
The actual water levels above the flange joining the I
bottom bulkhead and the cylindrical section were the
same as shown in the following sketch. I
I
........ 7.7 23. I
,
Concave Tank Convex Tank
Bottom Bottom
Flow rates were set prior to each test run° The flow
rates were based on experience gained in earlier tests and
were chosen to mix the tank to a desired condition. On
occasion, the preset flow rates were not sufficient to
reduce stratification to required levels, and the flow
140
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I
was increased during the tests. In some tests, the effect
I
I
of bottom heating free convection on the stratified layer
was observed. In general, mixing was accomplished in the
following steps:
I i. Flow from the jet (in some cases bottom
heating free convection) was started with
the desired heating rates turned on.I
i
I
I
I
I
. The temperature distribution was observed
during the test until the residual tem-
perature stratification appeared to reach
a quasi-steady state.
. If the observed residual temperature
stratification was equal to or less than
the desired level, the test was terminated.
If the residual stratification was larger
than desired, the flow was increased and
the procedure repeated.
The mixing of the stratified layer by the jet or by free con-
vection was observed by dying the stratified layer. In the
I
I
case of free convection due to bottom heating, cold dye
was occasionally placed on the tank bottom. The jet flow
was observed by injecting dye into the nozzle prior to
I
I
testing. Penetration of the stratified layer by the jet
was also observed by placing dye immediately under the
stratified layer.
I
I
I
Dye movements in the tank were recorded on 16 mm
color film. Filming was begun at the time the jet was
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!
!
turned on (or in the case of free convection, when the !
bottom heater was turned on). The filming continued until
the entire tank was filled with dye. These films were then
viewed to obtain measurements of dye movement as a function
I
I
of time.
Figure 4-12 summarizes the desired open tank operating
conditions. Figure 4-13 shows a flow diagram of the general
!
I
test procedure for open tank tests. The actual operating
conditions are shown in Table 2.0-1 of Volume II.
4.4.2 Closed Tank Test Procedures
The closed tank water tests were intended to amplify i
the open tank water tests and to provide data on mixing
in a pressurized tank with a condensable ullage. The I
test procedure was somewhat different since no movies were
made and the development of the stratified layer was accom-
plished in a slightly different manner. Also, ullage I
pressure data was taken during these tests. As in the
open tank tests no stratification or draining tests were
conducted except as incidental parts of the mixing test
procedure.
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The data taken during the tests consisted of tempera-
ture and ullage pressure histories during mixing. The test
variables included heating rates, flow rates, and liquid
level above the nozzle. Only the convex bottom bulkhead
and 0.032 inch nozzles were used in these tests.
The test tank was heated using various combinations
of top, bottom, and sidewall heating. The primary heating
_L____= ......... _ _ _ hn_nm h_at_ng. The too
heating rate had a nominal value of 1280 watts. The nominal
bottom heating rate was 1500 watts.
Three liquid levels were considered during the tests.
These levels were 12.36, 14.7, and 15.2 inches above the
nozzle. The values are the initial water levels and do
not reflect changes due to evaporation, condensation, or
density changes of the water.
The initial flow rates were based on previous results
from the open tank tests. These were changed where necessary
to reflect the thinner stratification layer and lower strati-
fication levels in the closed tank tests. The stratified
layer was relatively thin since a ullage heater rather than
an immersion top heater was used to induce initial strati-
fication.
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The initial pressure in the tank prior to inducing
stratification was either atmospheric or the saturation pres-
sure of the water in the tank. Tests in which the initial
pressure was atmospheric were run mainly to check out the
test system, compare closed system data with open tank
data, and to determine operating procedures. The tests of
primary interest were run with the closed tank pressure
initially pumped down to the saturation pressure of the
water. This was done in order to substantially reduce the amount
of non-condensable gases (air) in the tank and to better
simulate actual conditions in a liquid hydrogen tank.
After the initial tank evacuation the ullage heaters were
usually used to increase the tank pressure prior to
stratification reduction.
The basic test steps were as follows:
i. Fill the test tank to desired water level
and evacuate tank to saturation pressure.
2. Induce temperature stratification using
top heater in the ullage.
3. Turn on jet and attempt to reduce strati-
fication.
4o If temperature stratification or ullage
pressure are not reduced, increase the
flow rate and continue mixing
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summarizes the desired closed tank operating
procedures. Figure 4-15 shows a flow diagram of the general
test procedure for the closed tank tests. The actual
operating conditions are shown in Table 3.0-1 of Volume II.
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4.5 EXPERIMENTAL DATA I
The experimental data obtained in the open andclosed I
tank tests during this study consists of temperature, pressure,
and dye position data as a function of time. The data obtained I
is concerned mainly with mixing conditions. Results of 58 i
u
open tank tests and 20 closed tank tests are reported. Due to
the large amount of data obtained and utilized, the data is I
shown separately in Volume II of this report. The I
following sections contain a discussion of the data and show
m
only representative cases of the actual data. The experimental i
data correlations made from the test data are discussed in
Section 5. The miniature test data obtalned consisted of
8 mmmovies of the ullage breakup and the liquid/vapor flow
characteristics during mixing. The results of these tests,
the test procedure, and test apparatus are discussed in Sub-
section 4.5.3.
4.5.1 Open Tank Test Data
The open tank test data are divided into four categories:
(I) axial jet motion, (2) bulk fluid motion, (3) free convec-
tion, (4) free convection and mixing data for drain conditions.
The open tank data are shown in Section 2 of Volume II. The
various types of data are discussed in the following subsections.
I
I
I
I
I
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The test data reflects a variety of test conditions.
The effect of tank geometry are reflected by use of different
_ water levels and tank bottoms. The open tank tests were con-
ducted in an open lucite cylindrical-tank with convex and con-
cave tank bottoms (the terms concave and convex with respect
to the tank bottoms are defined in the following sketch.)
Concave Tank
Bottom
Convex Tank
Bottom
The water levels in these tests were 6.7, 8.7, 14.8, 17.7 and
23.8 inches above the mixer nozzle exit.
The various combinations of top, bottom and sidewall
heating were used to resolve the effects of the different
types of heating on mixing. In addition, a "no heating"
condition was employed to simulate the low bouyancy condition
which would be encountered in a low-g environment. The term
"no heating" refers to a case in which there was no heat
input to the fluid during mixing. Instead, the top layer
was heated prior to mixing in order to induce a temperature
difference between the surface of the liquid and the bulk
liquid.
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Nozzle diameters of 0.032, 0.083, 0.125, and 0.25 inches I
were used with various flow rates in order to determine the
effect of various jet Reynolds numbers on mixing. The flow I
rates varied from 0.02 to 1.0 gpm depending on the nozzle I
used.
I
4.5.1.i Jet Motion Data
The axial jet motion data was obtained visually from I
film data of the axial jet moving up to the liquid/vapor I
interface as shown in the following sketch
I
Liquld/Vapor I
Interface I
I _..... -7---r-- 3 (s_._.) (in.) |
/ _,..... ,_ I "-.z ,, 0
i I Z U
!
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A typical example of jet motion data is shown in Figure
4-16 in comparison with an analytical prediction based on jet
centerline velocity. Two general characteristics were observed
I
I
in the jet motion tests. The first observation was that the
axial jet moved upward in a general conical shape as predicted
by theory. The second observation was that the jet appeared
|
I
to penetrate the stratified layer in_nediately except in cases
with a large temperature difference and a thick stratified
layer.
I 4.5.1.2 Bulk Fluid Motion Data
I
I
Bulk fluid motion data was obtained visually from film
data and from temperature data obtained from a digital
recording system. The visual bulk fluid motion data was
I
I
obtained in much the same manner as the jet motion data.
A sketch showing the hot dye layer moving down as a function
of time is shown below.
I
I
I
,
I
01 Dye Location
(sec) (in.)
-,-- Zdi
-- Zdl 0 Zdi
_d2 O I Zdl
I g2 Zd 2
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Figure 4-16 Axial Jet Motion After Pump
Turned On: Test 135, Run 39
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t Figure 4-17 is a typical ex_ple of the visual bulk
I fluid motion data. he dye moves do_ the tank wlth an
I
_e temperature dlstrlbutions in the tank are sho_
I parametrically with time. _e surface te_erature, the
I temperature at.the nozzle, and the mean tank temperature are
sho_ as functlons of tlme. _e sketch below shows the
physical locations of the various
temperature measurements.
I / Li_id/Vapor
I / Interface
Y
i _
Tb i Tb 2
TbI
Tempera ture
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i 4-19 shows the average temperature at the nozzle exlt and
the average surface temperature (shown in the sketch above)
I as a functlon of time after the pump was turned on. Radial
I temperature variations were small except near the stratified
layer at the time the layer began to mix. When there were
several temperature data points at an axial level, an average
i value was used.
i The following sketch shows a temperature distribution
at a given time and the correspondlng tank volume for which
I each thermocouple or group of thermocouples is assumed to
1 indicate a temperature.
L Liquid/Vapor Tank Bottom
I " Interface _
l !
I _ T4
"_Z_31 T2 Z1
I Zb Top of
Nozzle
I Axial Distance
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Figure _-18 Temperature Distribution for Axial Jet
Flow: Test 5, Run 50
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From a temperature distribution such as this, a mean tank
temperature can be calculated from the equation
where
Vi T i
Tm =
V t
Vi =
T i =
V t =
fluid volume
temperature of fluid volume
total tank volume
The mean tank temperature minus the initial mean tank
temperature when the pump was turned on, Tm-Tmi, along with
the surface temperature minus the mean temperature, Ts-Tm,
is shown in Figure 4-20. When the slope of the mean temper-
ature rise with time (in Figure 4-20) reaches a constant
value, it was used to calculate the total heat input to the
_T
Qm = M_ Cp _--_
fluid from the equation
where
Ml = the mass of the liquid
Cp = the specific heat of the fluid at a
constant pressure
The total heat input is also shown in Figure 4-20. This
value differed from the heater energy input due to heating
by the lights for the photography.
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4.5.1.3 Free Convection Data
Free convection data were obtained for bottom heating
conditions. This free convection data consisted of dye
motion data and temperature distributions. Figure 4-21
shows a plot of the dye position with time. In these tests,
cool dye was placed in the bottom of the tank and the bottom
heater turned on. The heating caused the dyed water to form
free convection currents. The temperature distributions for
a bottom heating free convection case is shown in Figure 4-22.
The bottom heating free convection reduces the stratified
layer and promotes mixing. It was noted that the initial
free convection dye streamers tended to follow the curvature
of the bottom bulkhead, i.e. for the convex bottom the dye
began to rise near the sides of the tank and for the concave
bottom, the dye began to rise near the middle of the tank.
In both cases, however, the dye was soon leaving from all
zones of the bottom.
4.5.1.4 Free Convection and Mixing Data for Drain Conditions
Free convection dye data during draining are shown in
Figure 4-23. The dye rose due to free convection until the
drain was initiated and then moved down. Figure 4-24 is a
plot of the drain line temperatures with and without mixing.
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Note: Times are referenced
to the time the bottom heater
was turned on.
......... lii::
;:.: lie il;;
.... _::: ....
::',:t:_:
i_IDrain Complete
at 113 sec
_ Drain Initiated
ii!lat 58 sec
2_ 20 15 I0 5
Axial Distance from Tank Bottom, in.
Figure 4-22 Temperature Distribution for Axial
Jet Flow: Test 166, Run 33
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Figure 4-24 Drain Line Temperature With and Without
Mixing
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The sudden rise of the drain line temperatures for the non-
mixing case confirms the visual evidence that the stratified
layer remains essentially intact in a draining tank without
a mixer operating.
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4.5.2 Closed Tank Experimental Data
The closed tank experimental data consists of pressure
and temperature measurements during twenty mixing tests.
This data is shown in Section 3.0 of Volume II. The data
considers only convex bulkhead and the 0.032 inch diameter
nozzle. Water levels were set at 12.36, 14.7, and 15.2
inches above the nozzle. Heating conditions were either
top or top and bottom heating.
0.I, 0.15, 0.22 and 0.234 gpm.
Flow rates were 0.08, 0.09,
Tank pressures at the time
the mixer was turned on ranged from 1.9 to 42 psia.
Temperature data shown in Volume II consists of a
surface temperature measured by a thermocouple located on
the nominal liquid/vapor interface and a temperature at the
nozzle exit as a function of time during mixing. Figure
4-25 shows a typical example. The surface temperature meas-
urements are not always exactly the temperature of the liquid/
vapor interface due to variations in liquid level. The liquid
level in the tank varied slightly from the nominal values of
12.36, 14.7, and 15.2 inches above the nozzle due to four
possible reasons as follows: minor inaccuracy in filling the
tank prior to testing, evaporation to the ullage during heating
prior to mixing, condensation from the ullage during mixing,
168
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and density changes in the water due to heating. These
variations were all apparently small, but could not be
measured during a test. The temperatures measured by the
thermocouples on the liquld/vapor interface were, in all
cases, less than the saturation temperature of the water
_t the ullage pressure. Also after mixing, these temperatures
were always slightly less than or equal to the mean bulk fluid
temperatures. In addition, the temperatures recorded from
these thermocouples were always less than temperatures obtained
from thermocouples which were definitely in the ullage. All
of this indicates that the temperatures from these thermo-
couples provide a reasonable indication of the surface tem-
perature. The transient change of the surface temperature
was extremely fast. This was apparently due to "thin"
stratified layer in comparison with the open tank stratified
layer. This was indicated by the large temperature difference
between the surface temperature and temperatures indicated
from the next layer of thermocouples. The thinner stratified
layer was due to the heating of the top fluid layer by an
ullage heater rather than a heater immersed in the liquid.
The rapid change in the surface temperature coupled with the
time required to make a complete scan of the 25 data channels
of the Dymec recorder and the 12 points on the strip chart
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resulted in significant temperature changes between successive
I surface temperature data points at the beginning of mixing.
I In order to obtain temperatures between these points, a
i linear interpolation was made. This linear interpolation
in many cases does not predict temperature changes as rapidly
I as they occur and ignors any constant temperature condition
between two data points. The following sketch illustratesthis condition.
l _ _-- ---- Actual Path
-- Interpolation Path
!
Time
!
!
The condition often seen in the open tank tests of a constant
or rising surface temperature immediately after the mixer
began operation was not seen in any of the closed tank tests.
!
!
This was apparently due to the data acquition systems scan
time being too long to record the rapid penetration of the
thin stratified layer by the jet.
!
I
Temperature differences between the surface temperature
and the mean temperature of the fluid are shown as in Figure
4-26. These figures also show the temperature difference
I
!
between the mean initial temperature and the mean temperature
at various time after the mixer began operation. These
!
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figures also show the mass of liquid in the tank and the
total heat absorbed during a mixing cycle. The total heat
absorbed, calculated from
QAbsorbed = Xl Cp (Tmeaninitia I - Tmeanfinal)
was always greater than the actual heating of the tank during
mixing operation. An energy balance was made for each test
for the entire period of heating as a check of computation
accuracy. Tnis energy balance showed, as would be expected,
that the total heat absorbed by the fluid was always less
than the total heat input to the tank. The energy absorbed
during mixing would then include energy obtained from cooling
the tank mass.
The final temperature difference between the surface
temperature was usually too small to be accurately measured.
There was only one case in which good mixing was not obtained
rapidly. This case, Test 13, Run 14, was a top heating case
with a low flow rate. During mixing, the temperature dif-
ference between the mean temperature and the initial mean
temperature, in general, remained fairly constant and then
increased quickly as the tank pressure decayed. This indicated
the condensation of vapor from the ullage as well as mixing
of the stratified layer.
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Pressure data shown in Volume II consists of the ullage
pressure as a function of time during mixer operation.
I
I
I
Figures 4-27 and 4-28 show representative types of data
taken. Figure 4-27 shows one of seven cases in which there
was a constant ullage pressure after the mixer began operation 9
I
I
followed by a sharp pressure drop, a partial pressure
recovery, and then a gradual reduction in pressure toward a
minimum value. Figure 4-28 shows one of five cases which had
I
I
a constant pressure for a period after the Jet was turned on
and then a gradual pressure decay to a minimum value. Also,
three cases exist with a pressure rise after mixing began,
followed by the sharp pressure drop, recovery, and gradual
pressure decay. Four cases exist with a pressure rise
followed by a gradual pressure decay. One case exists in
which the pressure began a sharp drop at the same time mixing
was initiated. The sharp pressure drop occurred in six of
the ten top and bottom heating cases and five of the the top
heating cases. All sharp pressure drops occured during test
with higher flow rates (0.15 and 0.22 gpm) and higher water
levels (14.7 and 15.2 inches), however other tests under
these conditions showed a gradual pressure decay. Since the
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
sharp pressure drop is a transient effect, it is probably due
[]
to the jet suddenly partially penetrating the stratified layer
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and causing local cooling of the ullage. The pressure
recovery then might be due to the hot surface fluid reforming
until the jet erodes the layer. This is conjecture however.
The period of a constant pressure or pressure rise
continued after the mixer began operating reflects the time
required for the jet to move to the stratified layer and
erode or penetrate it and begin to cool the surface and the
ullage. This corresponds to temperature data from the open
tank tests in which the surface temperature remained constant
or continued to increase after mixing began. This erosion
m effect is visually shown in Reference 36 . This period of
constant or rising pressure indicates that there was probably
a corresponding surface temperature effect that was not seen
due to the length of the data scans.
I Figure 4-29 shows the pressure spike formed in the tank
after draining, venting, and closing the vent. Since the tank
I is empty when the mixer is turned on, the Jet impinges on the
I hot upper bulkhead. The pressure spike is due to some of the
fluid evaporating as it cools the top bulkhead and heater.
I
I
I
I
I
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25 G O - 0.15 GPM
DO - 0.032 in. I
Note: Tank Drained, Vented and Vent I
Closed Prior to Jet Being
Turned On I
!
I
I
0 10 2 0 30 40 50 60 70
Time After Pump Turned On, Sec
I
I
I
Figure 4-29 Pressure Spike Caused By Jet Impinging On
Top Bulkhead After Tank Drained and Vanted :
Test 14, Run 21
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4.5.3 Miniature Tank Low Gravity Mixing Simulation
The tests conducted in a miniature tank designed to
simulate the curved liquid/vapor interface found in low
gravity environments are described in this section. Due
to the simplicity of the test apparatus and procedures and
in order to maintain continuity in presenting this experi-
mental work, this section describes the test apparatus and
procedures in addition to presenting the test data.
The miniature tank tests were conducted to investigate
ullage break-up and liquid-vapor flow characteristics due to
axial jet mixing in a simulated low gravity environment.
The miniature tank tests were conducted using water as the
test fluid and air as the vapor to simulate liquid and
vapor phases of cryogenic propellants. Figure 4-30 shows
a schematic of the miniature tank low gravity mixing simula-
tion test apparatus. As shown in the figure, the test system
consisted of plumbing lines for water, pressure gage,
glass test tube (test tank), nozzle, and a graduated cylinder
for measuring the flow out of the system. Also, included
(but not shown) was a stop watch, an 8 mmmovie camera, and
lights for photography.
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i Two interchangeable glass tubes with approximately hemlspher-
ical tops were used as the test tank. These tubes were 13 and
I 6 nan in diameter, respectively. The smaller tube utilized an
I
I
adapter to insert it in the test apparatus. The flow nozzle
is located at the base of the tank. TWo nozzles were utilized
in these tests. They were 0.0356 and 0.0216 cm in diameter.
I
!
The pressure drop across the Jet nozzle was measured by a
pressure gage upstream from the nozzle. Ordinary tap water
at about 45 psi was used as the water source. The flow rate
I was measured by the use of graduated cylinder and a stop watch.
Two graduated cylinders, 5 and 25 ml in capacity, were used to
I measure the water flowing out of the tank during a test. The
I flow rate was obtained by measurln 8 the time required for the
flow out of the system to fill the graduated cylinder.
I The test procedure was to fill the test tank with water
by detaching the apparatus from the bench and Invertinsthe
test tube to allow the trapped air to escape through the
drain line. After the tank was filled, the selected water
I
I
I
I
I
level was obtained by the use of an air bleed valve which
allowed air to bubble back into the test tube. The tests
were conducted by starting at a high water level and low flow
rate. The water level was fixed and the flow rate increased
from test to test. After all tests were performed at a given
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water level, the water level was lowered and tests were con-
ducted at the reduced water level.
During each test, pressure drop and flow rate readings I
I
I
I
mum and mlnlmumbubble diameter (when bubbles were formed).
The range of variables and the corresponding dimension-
less parameters covered in this set of experiments are tabu-
lated in Table 4-1 and 4-2. The two tube diameters sbtected
yield Bond number conditions of 4.7 and 22, respectively
(based on the tank diameter). The Jet Reynolds number obtained
in the tests varied from about 600 (laminar) to above 7000.
The Froude number varied from 13.6 to &100. The variation in
the Froude number covered a range of conditions from thepoint
in which the Jet slightly penetrated through the liquid/vapor
interface to the point at which the ullage was broken up.
The results of the tests are shown in Table 4-I and 4-2.
I
I
I
I
Approximately
and nozzle sizes. A large portion of the total
ducted with the large diameter tube and nozzle.
zle diameter (0.0356_) was used in most of the tests because
all of the observed flow conditions could not be obtained with
twenty tests were conducted using both test tanks
tests were con-
The large noz-
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were made. Other data obtained included the thickness of the •
@
Jet rising from the liquld/vapor interface, the height the
Jet rose above the interface, the liquid level, and the maxi- I
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i the small tube and nozzle dlameter. The smaller diameter tank
(6 ram) was not suited for detailed visual observation because
I of the small size. The variables, D, L, ha , etc. are shown in
i the sketch below.
I _- t
!
!
I
I
It was found that approximately ten flow regl, es existed
In the small tank tests. A number of the regimes categorized
I
I
were in the Jet lamlnar flow regime, as characterized by a
Reynolds number less than 2000. (laminar flow Jets are not
expected to have applicatlou to low g large tank storage con-
i dltlons.) The results presented in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 are
categorized into the ten flow regimes. The range of variation
I of the dimensionless parameters corresp_dlng to theflow
regimes are tabulated.
Flow regimes I through III are typical of flow types
185 r
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I
I
Iwhich occur in laminar flow. Regimes IV through VII are turbu-
lent flow regimes in which the bubbles are not broken up. Bub-
breakup begins in Regime VIII. Very significant bubble Ible
breakup results from flow in Regime X. In this regime, the l
|
ullage was broken into small bubbles with diameters an order
of magnitude less than the tank diameter. I
In these tests, Jet Reynolds numbers up to 7000 were I
reached, while Jet Reynolds numbers of 100,000 vr greater are
expected in large scale cryogenic propellant tanks. It was I
not physically possible Co obtain very high Reynolds numbers
in the small tank test (and still maintain the appropriate
ratio of tank length to nozzle outlet diameter) because the
I
I
outlet velocity would be such that the pressure drop across the I
nozzle would be significantly greater than 1000 psi. There was
little Reynolds number effect on Jet mixing above the transition I
region. The jet velocity distribution, Jet spread angle and
mass entrainment ratio is independent of the Reynolds number
in turbulent flow regimes.
I
I
The principle limitation of this set of experiments was I
the inability to simulate the large Jet Reynolds numbers that
I
would occur in a large space vehicle and still maintain an I
appropriate ratio of the tank length to the nozzle diameter. I
The same limitation exists with other l-g small tank tests.
I
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In fact, it would be difficult even with a 3 or 4 foot diameter
cryogenic tank to simulate both
proper ratio of the tank length
tank.
the Reynolds number and the
to nozzle diameter for a large
187
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SECTION 5
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL
I DATA CORRELATIONS
I
I
This section presents the experimental data correlations
and comparisons of data with analytical predictions for both
open and closed tank tests. The first type of correlations
I
i
shown are transient data correlations of the type shown in
Volume II. Only representative data are shown in this section
due to the large amount of transient data obtained from these
I
I
tests. All of the transient data are documented in Volume II.
The transient data consist of
I. Correlation of the bulk fluid motion data
I
I
2. Correlation of the temperature decay
3. Correlation of the energy distribution in the tank
4. Correlation of the pressure decay
I
I
I
I
The comparison of transient data with the analytical prediction
indicates that the fluid mixes faster than predicted when the
initial buoyancy force divided by the square of the inertial
* _e )I force of the axial jet (N i = NGr/N is less than approxi-
mately 50. When N*> 50 the fluid mixes slower than predicted by
a linear prediction derived (Ref. I) from a dye data correlation.
The second type of experimental data correlation
summarized the following areas of investigation:
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I. Time required for an axial Jet to reach the liquid/
vapor interface (jet transit time).
2. Time required to penetrate a stratified layer
(buoyancy effect).
3. Time required to reduce the temperature difference,
Ts-Tb, to a given fraction of its initial value
(mixing time).
4. Time required to reduce the pressure to a given
fraction of its initial value (mixing time).
5. Quasi-steady mixing analysis (performance as
predicted in Reference i).
The results of the first correlation show that the time
required for an axial jet to reach the liquid/vapor inter-
face was approximately twice as fast as predicted by the
analytic expression derived in Appendix A.
where
VoD o 9j
2
D t
- 0.076 (Zb/Dt) 2
V 0 is the jet velocity at the nozzle exit
DO is the nozzle diameter
D t is tank diameter
Oj is the time required for the Jet to
traverse the tank
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I _ is the liquid level above the nozzle
The results of the second type of correlation indicate that
I the time required for the Jet to penetrate a hot stratified
I layer is proportional to the followlng parameter (derived
from work shown in Reference 1)
I .- L+N: b2 "[mi 2)
I + 2 Imi
I where
m tN i is the ratio of the initial values of the
i Grashof number divided by the square of the
Reynolds number
I b is a ratio of the Jet thickness to the distance
i from the nozzle
Imi is the initial value of the enerEy integral
I for values of this quantity greater than 1.0. For values of this
I quantity less than 1.0 (which would be expected in actual low-g
application) the mixing time required to penetrate the strati-
i fled layer is negligible.
I Plots of (Ts-Tb)/(Ts-Tb) i versus N* indicate that the
mixing time required for the difference bet'mean the surface
I temperature and the tmaperature of the nozzle exit, Ts-T b, to
I reach a given fraction of its initial value is proportional to
191
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I
N i for values of N: greater than approximately 50, if the value I
of N i is less than 50, the mixing time required to reach this
particular end condition is almost constant. Conservative •
values of the dimensionless mixing time (VoDo@l/Dt2.)<may be I
obtained from these data in order to predict mixing times under
* |
a low-g environment since N i for this condition would be much
less than 50. The fourth type of data correlation for the I
closed tank pressure sustains the results obtained above for |
temperature data.the - analysis indicate •
the
The results of quasi steady mixing
that the performance prediction given in Reference i is con-
servative for the final values of N* less than 1.0. The value
* Iof Nf less than 1.0 would be expected in a low-g environment.
The analytical prediction given in Reference 1 is I
where
A'mf - Qm - 0.456 Zb
(_. -,z=) =oCp DO
km_ is the performance parameter based on flnal
%
o
Cp
conditions
is the heat absorbed by the fluid
is Jet mass flow rate at the nozzle
is the specific heat I
I
I
i When Zb/D t
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is included in the performance correlation, the
data correlates much better since the volume of the Jet was
I excluded in the derivation of _mf. Now considerin S the
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i performance to be given by
B Amf DoDt/_ 2
and correlating this as a function of Nf, the performance
increases with increasing _/D t. This performance improvement
is due to the jec diameter £ncreaslr_ .0 _,,. J _--..--.-........_._h._.._
tank.
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5.1 OPEN TANK TRANSIENT DATA CORRELATION
This section describes the open tank experimental I
transient data correlations shown in Volume II. The I
transient data correlations are presented in three different
forms per test. The first type is the correlation of the . I
bulk fluid motion dye data which shows fl.uid particle move I
ment due to bulk fluid motion. Figure 5 1 is a typical plot
of bulk fluid motion data along with an analytical prediction I
derived in Appendix B. In this figure the axial location I
of the dye above the nozzle, Zd, divided by the initial dye
location just before the dye starts to move, Zdi , is shown I
as a function of dimensionless time, VoDo01/Dt 2. Here 91 I
is equal to zero at the time when the dye starts to move.
The sketch below shows time relationships used in the dye I
correlations. I
. !
!
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fluid motion dye
seems to be, that
tical prediction and for
fall below the analytical prediction•
illustrates the effect
The transient
correlated in a manner similar to that
dye data. A typical correlation of the transient
decay is shown in Figure
difference between
average temperature at
difference between Ts,
divided by the
(Ts-T_i , are shown as
is the time after the surface temperature,
decrease.
below.
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is a summary plot of the axial jet bulk
data. In this plot the general tendency I
t for N*_ _0 the data falls above the analy- I
N < 50 the transient dye correlations
nalytical prediction• This graphically I
effect of buoyancy on mixing. I
_nt decay of the surface temperature.is
nner similar to that of the translent m
blcal correlation of the translent temperature I
5-3. In this figure the temperature
_en the surface temperature, Ts, and the I
ure at the nozzle top, Tb, along wlth the I
.en Ts, and the mean tank temperature, Tm,
inltial value of each term, (Ts-Tb) i or I
hown as a function of VoDoel/Dt 2. Here @ 1 I
er Ts, begins to
Time relationships are illustrated in the sketch I
!
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!
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Figure 5-2 Comparison of Axial Jet Bulk Fluid Motion
Dye Data Taken In Tank With Convex Bottom
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An analytical prediction based on dye motion is also shown
in Figure 5-3 (see Appendix E).
I
I
Various nondimensional groups are listed on the plots
of the transient temperature decay. The first nondimensional
group shown is
I
I
I
I
VoD o (e - 91)
Dt 2
This represents the nondimensional time before the temperature
The second group, Zb/Do, represents the axial location
of the liquid level in terms of the number of nozzle diameters
I above the nozzle. This parameter was varied from 70.8 744to
to determine the effect of liquid height on mixing performance.
I (Mixing performance is measured in terms of the parameter,k
I derived in Reference l;_is proportional to Zb/Do) •
i The next ratio shown in Zb/Dt, this ratio was varied to
determine the effect of geometry on mixing. The next
I parameter listed is the initial Nusselt number, _Umi, based
on the initial temperature difference between T s and Tm .!
q Dt
I Numi = 2 (T s - Tm)K
199
where
q i
D t =
T s =
Tm "
K
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the heat input to the tank calculated from
the mean tank temperature rise with time
divided by the heated area.
the tank diameter
surface temperature
mean tank temperature
thermal conductivity
The Reynolds number, NRe , is shown next and is equal to
where
VoD o
NRe -
Vo = the nozzle outlet velocity
DO = the nozzle diameter
v = the kinematic viscosity of water at the
mean tank temperature and i atm pressure.
The Prandtl number, Np£: , for water at the mean tank tem-
perature is shown next. (Values of Npr were taken from
Reference 37 )
The next two parameters, Ami and Ai, are indications of
the performance and are calculated from
_. Qm
dTimoCp
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where
= the total heat input calculated from the mean
temperature rise with time
= the pump mass flow rate
O
C = the specific heat of the fluid at a constant
P
pressure.
The distinction between _mi and A i is that the AT i used
in the calculation of _mi is (Ts-Tb) i. When either one of
these parameters is divided by the final value of the corres-
ponding ratio of AT/AT i, a measure of the mixing performance
will be obtained. The Grashof number, NGr" , divided by the
l
Reynolds number squared is sho_mnext and is denoted by N i.
= 3I N? NGri - g _ (Ts'Tb)i Zb
I
I
I
1
(VoDo)2
NRe
where
g = the acceleration due to gravity on the fluid
= the coefficient of thermal expansion
I (Ts'Tb)i = the
I Zb =
Vo
D =
! o
I
initial temperature difference between the
surface temperature and the nozzle top.
the liquid height above the nozzle outlet
the velocity of the fluid leaving the nozzle
the nozzle diameter
201
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N i gives a measure of the initial buoyancy force due to strat-
ification.
Figure 5-4 shows the transient
function of VoDo0/D_.
I
I
I
energy integral, Im, as a I
"/.'he energy integral is given by •
Ts-Tm
_m'_'_ I
in the tank. Using the information shown on transient plots,
correlations of end conditions may be made.
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Im becomes greater than 1.0 there is an inverse stratification
and is a measure of the energy distribution in the tank. As
Im approaches 1.0 the tank's fluid contents become mixed. If
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5.2 OPEN TANK DATA CORRELATIONS
This section describes some of the experimental verifi-
cations of the analytical predictions given in Reference I
concerning the performance of an axial jet. The dimensionless
parameters described in Section 5.1 were used in the corre-
lation of experimental data after it had reached a quasi-steady
state. The correlated results for various heating combinations
include:
i. A correlation of the dimensionless time for the axial
jet to reach the liquid vapor interface (VoDodgj/Dt 2)
as a function of Zb/D t.
2. A correlation of the dimensionless time before the
surface temperature starts to drop minus the time
9
it takes the jet to reach the surface VoDo(g-el-9_)/D_
J
* 2
as a function of N " 4Ni b 2 (Imi'Imi)
1+2 Zmi
3. Correlations of the dimensionless time after the
temperature starts to drop to the point where the
temperature difference between T s and Tb reaches
a given percentage of its initial value as a function
of N i .
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4. A correlation of VoDo(e-el-ej)/D 2 as a function of
Grashof number and parametric with the Reynolds
number.
5. A correlation of the mixing performance as a function
of Nf.
The results of the open tank test will now be presented
as outlined above. The first figure, Figure 5-5 shows a corre-
lation of the visual data on the axial jet moving up to the
liquid vapor interface. It is apparent that this data was
approximately twice that predic£ed by the analytical prediction
based on general centerline velocity,
VoOo
Dt 2 - 0.076
Figure 5-6 shows the dimensionless time before the temperature
starts to drop minus the time for the jet to reach the surface
as predicted by the equation above as function of N. It is
clear from this data, that as the buoyancy force increases
(N_ increases) the mixing time increases. Figure 5-7 shows
the closed tank data based on the dimensionless time before the
tank pressure began to decay presented along with the Figure
5-6 data. From this it is seen that the mixing time due to
the buoyancy effect is small at low values of N (N< I). This
shows that in an actual low-g environment where N<I this
205
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particular effect may be ignored in the prediction of a mixing
time.
I
I
I
I
i
I
Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9, and Figure 5-10 show the dimen-
sionless time taken for the temperature difference Ts-T b to
reach 0.2, 0.i, and 0.5 of its initial value, respectively,
as a function of N i. Here the dimensionless time taken for
the temperature difference to reach a given fraction of its
initial value increases with N i. At a value of N i of 50 in
Figure 5-8 the dimensionless time taken to reach a value of
Tb = (Ts-Tb)(Ts-Tb) i = 0.2 becomes almost constant. As the
desired value of AT/AT i decreases as shown in Figures 5-9
i and 5-10, the dimensionless time increases. To show the
i effect of NGr i and NRe separately on VoDo01/Dt 2 Figure 5-8
was curve fitted between 50_N i<760. This yields
0.88
/VoDoOI_
_. :o.o_(_At, <
I
I
I
I
Then plotting VoDo01/Dt 2 as a function of NGr i and paramet-
rically in NRe Figure 5-11 is obtained. From plots such as
Figure 5-8 through Figure 5-11 a conservative value of dimen-
sionless mixing time may be chosen after the appropriate N i is
calculated.
From Reference I the analytical performance prediction is
209
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X = 0.456 Zb
mf D O
Therefore, Xmf (Do/Zb) plotted as a function of the final N;
should be a constant equal to 0.456. Figure 5-12 shows the
above performance parameter plotted as a function of N_. Here
it is seen that Xmf(Do/Zb) is inversely proportional to Nf.
For values of N;< i the actual performance is about a factor
of 4 greater than the predicted performance. Hence, in an
actual low-g environment where Nf< i the analytical performance
is conservative.
As the axial jet travels toward the liquid/vapor inter-
face it spreads at a given slope (b = 0.25) as it entrains
fluid. The further the jet travels, the greater the mass flow
rate across a plane perpendicular to the jet becomes until the
jet spreads to the width of the tank walls. To include this
particular effect in the correlation, Xmi(_h °) is multiplied
by Dt/Z b and correlated as a function of N_. Figures 5-13 and
5-14 show this particular performance correlation for top
heating and top and bottom heating respectively.
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5.3 CLOSED TANK TRANSIENT DATA CORRELATIONS
The closed tank pressure and temperature data correlations
shown in Section 3 of Volume II were performed in much the same
manner as the open tank temperature correlations. The corre-
I
I
I
I
I
lations consist of dimensionless temperatures, dimensionless
pressure, and the energy integral shown as a function of
dimensionless time.
I
I
Two pressure correlations were considered.
correlation considered was
where Pmin is
tank pressure,
the minimum
The first I
P " Pmin I
Pi " Pmin
i
tank pressure to which the initial
Pi, decays and the term P indicates the tank I
pressure at any time after the jet was turned on. In all but I
one of the tests the minimum pressure occurred toward the end
of the test. The one exception occurred during a sharp initial I
pressure drop after which the tank pressure partially recovered
and gradually decayed. Examination of the data showed that in
all cases the minimum tank pressure was greater than the sat-
uration pressure of the water at the mean fluid temperature.
Most of the closed tank tests were performed as successive
cycles of stratification and mixing. Comparison of pressure
218
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data for successive cycles showed that the pressure difference
between the minimum tank pressure and the saturation pressure
of the water increased during successive cycles. This is
shown in Figure 5-15. Results of pressurization for leak
detection before and after tests indicated that leaks were
developing during the tests. It was assumed that the differ-
ence between the minimum pressure and saturation pressure of
the water was due to the partial pressure of noncondensable
gases (air). In addition to the leaks other possible sources
of the non-condensable gases were residual air remaining after
evacuation of the tank to the saturation pressure of the water
prior to a test, dissolved air coming out of the water, and
outgassing from the foam insulation between the heaters and
the tank shell. In order to consider the effect of the non-
condensable gases, a second pressure correlation was used.
This correlation was
where P
me an
P " PNC_ " Pmean
Pi " PNCf - Pmean i
is the saturation pressure of water at the mean
temperature of the water, PNCf is the partial pressure of
non-condensable gases in the tank. PNCf was taken as the
difference between the final tank pressure and the final mean
pressure for each mixing cycle. This value was assumed to be
219
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i constant during a given run or cycle of
tion is shown in Section 3 of Volume II.
a test. This correla-
I Since the mean temperature change of the water during a
mixing cycle was usually small, the value of P
I mean
tially constant. Thus
I PNCf + Pmean i = PNC F + Pmean = Pmin
I and
was essen-
P " P i. P-P.cf P=..
• = ,
• Pi " Pmin _-PNcf " Pmean i
i Figure 5-16 shows a typical result of the dimensionless pressure
correlation versus Vo D O el/Dr 2. The value of @ 1 was taken as
I zero when the pressure began to decay.. The term @I was used
I rather than time after the mixer began operating since theVD
correlation of AP/AP_ versus _ @ in most cases showed a
| Dt
constant pressure or a slight pressure rise for a short time
I
I
period after the jet was turned on. The correlations of dimen-
sionless temperatures for the closed tanks do not show a.similar
trend although this was seen in open tank temperature correla-
I tions. The discrepancy between the two data trends can be
attributed to a combination of several factors.
I Some delay in the pressure or temperature decay would be
I expected after the jet was turned on if for no other reason
than the transit time required for the Jet to travel from the
I nozzle outlet to the stratified layer; this is given in
I 221
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i dimensionless form as
/vo DO _ . -- . ,_
I However, subtraction of this term from the value of VoDoe/Dt 2
when the pressure began to decrease usually left a non-zero
I remainder. Additional time would be required for the Jet to
I erode penetrate the stratified and to cool theor layer begin
I liquid surface and the ullage. This was a common effect in
the open tank tests and is visually shown in the Jet penetration
I of Reference 36 the thickness ofsection However, the
i stratified layer was much thinner in the closed tank and
required less penetration time. This would significantly
I reduce the value of at which the surface temperatureVo Do
e
2
D t
i would begin to decrease and cause a corresponding decay in
the ullage pressure.
I For comparison, Figure 5-16 also shows the analytical
prediction of the bulk fluldmotion based on the dye data.
In general the pressure decay occurs somewhat faster than
this prediction, indicating that the analytical prediction
i is conservative. The dimensionless parameters shown in Figure
5-16 are the same as described in Section 5.1 except that the
I term V o D O (e -Ol)/Dt 2 is the dimensionless time required for
I the pressure decay to begin after the Jet was turned on.
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A representative temperature correlation is shown in
Figure 5-17. This correlation is similar to those performed
I
I
I
for the open tank tests. The parameters shown are (Ts-Tb) /
(Ts-Tb) i and (Ts-T_/(Ts-T_I as a function of VoDogl/Dt 2.
The term @I is defined as zero when the tank pressure begins
to decay. This was used since the length of the data scans I
precluded any recording of a constant surface temperature
m
after the mixer began operation. This figure also shows the
analytical prediction of the bulk fluid motion based on dye
data. The temperature decay was, inmost cases, much faster
than predicted by this curves again indicating that the
analytlcal prediction is conservative. The rapid drop in
temperature reflects the thin stratified layer present in
the closed tank tests and consequently the low buoyancy effect.
Figure 5-18 shows a representative correlation of the
transient energy integral, Im, for the closed tank tests. The
initial values of Imwere , in all cases, small. As mixing
proceeded, the energy distribution rapidly became more uniform
and the energy integral often approached a value of 1.0
indicating that the fluid was extremely well mixed. The energy
integrals shown in Volume II do not necessarily cover the entire
mixing period since temperature differences became too small to
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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be accurately measured. Also, s_face temperature meas_ements
in some cases £1uctuaCed toward the end of tests precluding
good interpolations between data points.
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5.4 CLOSED TANK DATA CORRELATIONS
This section presents correlations of the closed tank
data using some of the dimensionless parameters described
in Section 5-I.
I
I
I
I
The correlations consist of the following: I
le A correlation of the dimensionless time before the
g
ullage pressure begins to decay minus the time it
takes the Jet to reach the surface, VoDo(@-01-0j)/Dt 2, I
as a function of a dimensionless parameter •
N- 4bN_(Imi-_i )
I+2N i |
2. Correlations of the dimensionless time after the
ullage pressure begins to decrease until the
temperature difference, Ts-Tb, reaches 20, 10, and
5 percent of its initial value as a function of N i
3. Correlations of the dimensionless time after the
ullage pressure begins to decay until AP/AP i reaches
20, i0, and 5 percent of its initial value as a
function of N i
4. Correlation of the dimensionless time after the
I
I
I
I
I
I
ullage pressure begins to decay until the pressure I
4k
reaches a minimum value as a function of N_. •
Figure 5-19 shows the correlation of the dimensionless
time before the ullage pressure begins to decay, less the time I
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Figure 5-19 Effect of Buoyancy On Mixing
Time: Closed Tank Test
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it takes the Jet to reach the surface, as a function of N.
The point at which the ullage pressure began to decay was
used as a reference rather than the surface temperature since
!
!
I
I
the closed tank data scans were not short enough in duration
D
to record the rapid initial surface temperature decay. This
* !correlation indicates, that for the range of N i considered
in the closed tank tests, the delay in the mixing of the tank
i
due to buoyancy is small. This confirms the theory that the
buoyancy effect may be ignored in low-g environments. This I
data is also shown in combination with the open tank results I
in Figure 5-7.
m
Figure 5-20, 5-21, and 5-22 show the dimensionless time, I
after the closed tank ullage pressure began to decay, required I
for the temperature difference, Ts-Tb, to decrease to 20, I0
and 5 per cent of its initial value. The data grouping I
indicates that the dimensionless time required for each I
fraction of the initial temperature to be obtained is essen-
. !
tially constant for values of Ni< 50. As the fraction of the
initial temperature decreases, the dimensionless time required
increases. The data points shown on these figures which are
grouped separately from the majority of the data polnts are
for tests with a very sharp initial pressure drop and small
pressure recovery. As the fraction of initial temperature
23O
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I Figure 5-20 Correlation of Dimensionless Time
For Ts-T b To .Reach 0.2 of Its
I Initial Value, Closed Tank Tests
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Figure 5-21 Correlation of Dimensionless Time
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difference decreases, these data points begin to follow the
general trend. This data expands and has agreement with the
open tank data.
Figures 5-23, 5-24, and 5-25 show a correlation of the
dimensionless time before the ullage pressure begins to decay,
I
I
I
I
I
until the pressure drop reaches values of 20, I0, and 5 per I
cent of the initial pressure difference defined in Section
. !
5.2 as a function of N i. These correlations show that the
dimensionless time for the pressure decay to reach each I
fraction of the initial pressure is essentially constant. As
with the temperature correlation, the dimensionless time I
increases as the pressure fraction decreases. Data points I
outside the primary groupings are for tests in which the !
initial sharp pressure drop fell below the pressure fraction
for each group and did not recover. This data also indicates I
that buoyancy effects may be ignored in iow-g environments.
Figure 5-26 shows a correlation of the dimensionless time
after the ullage pressure begins to decay until the ullage
pressure reaches a minimum value. This correlation indicates
that the dimensionless time is independent of N i.
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SECTION 6
CONCLUSIONS
Principal conclusions derived from the analytical and
I
I
experimental investigations during this study are as follows:
I. For typical space environments, the cryogenic pro-
pellant thermodynamic conditions will depart
I
|
sufficiently from equilibrium to warrant the use
of a mixer for typical modes of storage because
of the resulting tank and boiloff weight savings.
!
I
. The use of mechanical mixers (specifically, jet
concepts) is feasible. This conclusion is based
primarily on weight considerations, since all of
the essential factors that determine feasibility
are taken into account by the evaluation of the
overall weight of the concept.
. The jet mixing concepts are superior to other
mechanical mixing concepts for typical space-
craft conditions primarily because of weight and
.
simplicity.
The mixer concept is required for all modes of
low-g storage.
I
I
I
. Because of the discrepancies in mixing time
correlations (see Ref. i), the mixing time
should be defined as the time required for
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the temperature (or pressure) difference to decay
to a specified fraction (e.g., 0.i) of the initial
differences. It was found that the fractional
I
I
I
I
difference in temperature is an exponential func-
tion of the dimensionless time, VoDo0/Dt 2, and
the mixing time varies over a wide range of
I
I
o
values depending upon the selected fraction of
the initial difference•
Mixers should be located at each end of the
I
I
•
tank for nonvented storage modes.
For the space vehicle mission conditions examined,
the stratification process is initially controlled
I
I
by boiling at the heat shorts (a heat transfer
mechanism which typically results from a combina-
tion of thermal conduction and evaporation/
.
condensation processes.
Ullage de-encapsulation of the mixers requires
a more stringent mixer performance criterion than
.
do ullage break-up considerations.
The effect of bouyancy on jet-mixing may be
neglected under low gravity conditions, whereas
under one-g conditions bouyancy effects will
establish mixer design criteria for large cryo-
genic propellant tanks.
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i i0. Mixing, as demonstrated by the test results, was
adequately achelved with a tank diameter to mixer
I outlet diameter ratio as high as 370 (approximately
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
the same ratio as a one inch diameter nozzle in a
32 foot diameter tank).
11. For the vehlcle mission case studied, the minimum
weight vane-axlal pump systems occur at minimum
power levels, and minimum power level pumps should
be selected for mixing. In addition to weight
savings, low flow rates in the tank minimize jet
induced sloshing and resultlng altitude control
weights.
12. Experimental mixing in a pressurized tank indi-
cated that the temperature decay occurred, in
general, slightly faster than the pressure decay.
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SECTION 7
RECOMMENDATIONS
The recon_nendations of this study concerning analytical
and experimental investigations and mixer design are given
below.
In the case of analytical investigations, the following
analyses are recommended:
i. Perform an analysis to investigate the relation
between temperature and pressure response (decay)
during mixing.
2. Perform a more detailed analysis of boiling at
the heat shorts.
3. Perform a detailed analysis of pressure spike
during the initial phase of mixing.
4. Perform an analysis of jet induced sloshing,
investigate means by which it can be minimized
and evaluate the associated weight penalties (due
to attitude control reactions).
5. Perform a further ullage breakup analysis which
includes the breakup of a bubble moving relative
to liquid flow.
6. Perform a detailed analysis of thermal conduction
in the tank supports and in the propellant in the
243
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vicinity of the tank supports.
Evaluate the heat transfer coefficient in the
vicinity of the liquid-vapor interface during
I
I
I
I
.
mixing.
For one-g demonstration tests either with a non-
cryogenic or cryogenic fluid, conduct a detailed
I
I
application of the analysis of the effect of
buoyancy on mixing (developed in this study).
In the case of mixer design studies:
I
I
le The mixer operational control system should be
refined. For "early" applications, a two-pressure
level activation and deactivation method is recom-
.
mended due to its simplicity and reliability.
The required number of duty cycles and stratification
development time for two pressure level mixer control
should be evaluated. For nonvented storage, the tank
contents are not completely mixed when this control
technique is utilized since the mixer is always cut
off at the final equilibrium pressure (which can be
significantly higher than the equilibrium pressure
at any time during the mission).
o In "early" applications of a mixer for propellant
thermodynamic condition control, conventional mixers
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are recommended since the differential weight
mi
i penalty for conventional design is slight if the
I
I
I
i
o
total operating time is not excessive (e.g. less
than 500 hours).
In addition, consideration should be given to the
development of oversized (for desired power-level)
vane-axlal pumps which typically produce a few watts
fluid power and are 4 to 6 inches in diameter. The
I
I
I
I
I
o
electric motor would have an operating speed of a
few hundred rpm.
A cursory investigation should be conducted in order
to determine the feasibility of developing an A.C.
motor with variable speed control (the pump increases
in speed when vapor is ingested), or use of a con-
ventional D.C. motor as an alternative to the yet
I
I o
unproven (to the knowledge of the authors) brushless
D.C. motor.
An investigation of the mixing requirements during
I
I
a boost phase of a mission should be conducted.
Because of the anticipated large influence of
buoyancy effects on mixlng, a separate and larger
I
I
vane-axial mixer is
such applications.
tentatively recommended for
I 2 45
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The hydraulic efficiency of vane-axial (or tube axial)
i
mixer with a characteristic high specific speed (e.g. i
30,000) should be investigated. It was concluded as m
part of this study, that the specific speed of a pump
used solely for mixing should have a high (as feasible)
specific speed within the limitation of reasonably i
high hydraulic efficiencles.
Recommended further experimental investigations:
!
io In addition to drop tower tests of ullage breakup i
presently being conducted by NASA, drop tower tests
of ullage de-encapsulation of a mixer should be
conduc ted.
. A study of jet induced sloshing should be conducted
in small scale iow-g simulation tests (limited
applicability due to viscous damping) and drop
.
tower tests. I
Larger scale one-g cryogenic or noncryogenic tank
tests (e.g. from 4 to i0 ft in diameter) should be i
conducted to extend jet mixing performance data.
Extreme care should be taken to account for the
buoyancy effects (free convection flow currents and
0
jet flow retardation).
Initial transients in temperature stratification
and initiation of boiling at heat shorts in a simulated
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i tank should be investigated in drop tower tests.
5. Condensing heat transfer coefficients should be
I experimentally evaluated for axial jet impingement
i in the vicinity of the liquid vapor interface.
6. Bubble removal from a heated surface and the resulting
I bubble motion should be experimentally investigated
I
| •
in small scale bench and/or drop tower tests•
An investigation should be conducted to define
orbital experiments of stratification and mixing.
I It is recommended that emphasis be placed on mixing
tests by the use of an experiment design philosophy
I in which mixer performance is tested under severe
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
simulated mission conditions.
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APPENDIX A
JET MOTION EQUATIONS . I
The time required for the jet to reach the liquld/vapor I
(as shown in the sketch below) and the initial bulk fluid I
flow to begin are given in dimensionless form below
l !
!
The maximum velocity of
vm - 6.57----
ax Z
Z
I
I
I
the jet is (Ref. 38 ) I
VoDo
Assuming
Hence
dZ
d-_ = Vmax
VoDoej 2 I
Dr2 I
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The experimental data in Section 5 indicated that the
actual dimensionless time is twice that predicted, or
VoDogj
i
Dt 2
2
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
DO
D t
V
o
Vmax
Z
Zb
0j
Nozzle diameter, ft
Tank diameter, ft
Velocity of the fluid at the nozzle, ft/sec
Jet Centerline velocity, ft/sec
Axial distance, ft
Distance from the nozzle to the liquid/vapor interface, ft
Time for an axial jet to reach the liquld/vapor interface,
sec
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SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS FOR NJLK
FLUID MOTION IN TANK I
The equations for bulk fluid motion are given for both 1
the convex and concave bulkheads for various tank regions, l
The convex bulkhead is shown below
z_ __ I
, \SDo=Z 3
-= Zb ' -I I
The dimensionless time required for a fluid particle to move
from Z 1 to Zt, neglecting Jet area, is 1
VoDoel . Zl+Zt'Z4"Z 5 I
2 2.193 In
Dt t 4 5 . 1
The dimensionless time required for a fluid particle to
move from Z I to Z t Region i, including Jet area, is 1
Vo0o._ [ rz_÷zczcz_l 1
- 2.193 ) In i - _ _ J/
2 Z -Z -Z
2 /zl+zt'z4-zs\2
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I The dlmenslonless time in Region 2 (from Z t to 8Do) is
I Dt 2
* * 2 1{8Do_2 . 16 D° * *
| + 1.5 (1-z4-z5) + _ \z t / zt (l-z4-z5)
I
!
where
* Z
Z " --
Z.
E
I
I
In Region 3, assuming a mass flow rate ratio of
in region between Z/D - 0 to Z/Dm/No " 1 + 0.331 Z/D ° O O
the dimensionless time is
-8,
I
I
I
VoDoe 3
2
D t \zt/
+ 146.04 [/D°_ 2
t\zt / + 0.331
. , Do
(l'Z4"Z5)E;t]
. .]_I - 35.687 + 0.331 (1-Z4-Z5)LZt
I In Region 4, below the nozzle, the dimensionless time is
I VoDoe4 Zt * 1 3]
-- = [ 3 "I _: _oz,+-1<_-,:-z;>_<_-z;>
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bulkhead _ I
I
Z 4 I
I
Region i is the same as for the convex bulkhead.
I
Region 2 does not exist for the concave bulkhead.
In Region 3 for a straight tank section, the dimension- I
less time is I
VoDoO 3
.... 3.91
Dt 2 " I
and in Region 4, below the nozzle I
VoDoO 4 Z4
L 2 = _--
D t o
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
b Slope at which an axial turbulent jet spreads
I
I
I
D
0
D
t
Nozzle diameter, ft
Tank diameter, ft
Mass flow rate, Ibm/sec
t
I
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I mo
Vo
I z
Nozzle mass flow rate
Velocity of the fluid at
Axial distance
the nozzle, ft/sec
I Zb Distance from the nozzle top to the llquid/vaporinterface, ft
I Zt
I El
|
I Z2
!
Z 3
!
Z4
!
Z5
!
Z
! z;
I z3
Distance from the bottom of the ellipsoidal tank bottom
to the junction of the ellipsoidal tank bottom and the
cylindrical tank wall, ft-
For a convex tank bottom, distance from the liquid/
vapor interface to the Junction of the cylindrical
_.n_ w.11 .ha eho _n_v_T oll_pso!d.1, t_nk bottoM;
or for a concave tank bottom, the distance from the
liquld/vapor interface to 8 D o above the nozzle, ft
Distance from the junction of the cylindrical tank wall
and the ellipsoidal tank bottom to 8 D above the
nozzle, ft o
Distance from 8 DO above the nozzle to the nozzle top,
ft
Distance from the nozzle top to the bottom of the mixer,
ft
Distance from the bottom of the mixer to the tank bottom,
ft
Dimensionless axial distance, Z/Z t
Dimensionless axial distance, ZI/Z t
Dimensionless axial distance, Z2/Z t
Dimensionless axial distance, Z3/Z t
Dimensionless axial distance, Z4/E t
I Z5 Dimensionless axial distance, Z5/Z t
01 Time for a fluid particle to traverse
259'
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0 2
0 3
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I
I
Time for a fluid particle to traverse
Time for a fluid particle to traverse Z3, sec
Time for a fluid particle to traverse Z4, sec
Z 2, sec I
I
I
I
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FLOW I_ THZ VICINIrZOF THE
I LIQUID/VAPOR INTERFACE .
Under a high Bond number condition the Jet flow decel
I erates as it approaches the liquid/vapor interface. It is
assumed that the thickness of this region is on the order
I of the jet thickness, 6. The Jet thickness increases with
the distance from the nozzle exit as shown below.
|
!
!
!
!
!
The equation for the Jet thickness is
76- bZ - bZ I = "-'m
i where b is usually around 0.25.
The region of interest, in dimensionless form,
I the axial distance below the interface of
| ° < z" < °'25
263.
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where
z:- _Iz_ I
When the jet is turned on, a transient flow occurs which I
causes a particle, a distance of Zm from the interface, to
move toward the interface as shown below: I
0 Surface I
// I 'Streamline s I
!
Jet
Flow I
In a potential flow region the flow velocities of the
particle are given as I
and
VR- Cl R
Vy - -2CLY
where C I is a constant determined by the flow entering this
region. In addition, the velocities,
to the stream
VR and Vy, are related
function, _ , by I
vy _Ia_
-RF_ I
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i and
VR='R aY
I Integrating the above equations yields
I _, - -CIR2y
I this confirms the expressions for the velocities.
The mass flow rate across the section in the first
I sketch bounded by the dashed line is
!
I
I
I
I
!
I
-. - p vyl,_
The Jet mass flow rate from Reference 1 can be equated to
this mass flow rate and the value of the constant C 1 determined
& = pVy_R 2 =  iDo0.456Z
2Cly p _R 2 = 0.456Z _ Do2Vop/4Do
C 1 = 0.456Z VoDo/8yR 2
The expression for the movement of a particle initially
/
entering the region and moving to very near the liquid/vapor
interface can now be found. Choosing the expression for the
axial velocity
Vy = dy/d@ = -2yC 1
and integrating yields
Z
YO.
i e
where Yo can be assumed to be equal to _ .
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The streamline selected for integration (the path the
particle follows) is determined by the selection of y. The I
selection of y = Yo - 6 = R and R =bZ yields
0.456 VoD o (Dt._ 2
C1 " 8b 3 Dt 2 \_1/
Substitution of the expression for C I into the expression
for Y/Yo and b = 0.25 yields
-16 g*(Dt/Zl) 2
Y
_ m e
Yo
where 0* is a dimensionless time
0
= 0.456 VoDog/Dt 2
I
I
I
I
I
I
With the above assumptions, the particle movement in the
vicinity of the interface is given by
Y
m
6
== e
-16 @*(Dr/Z1) 2
For the value of Dt/Z I =
I
I
I
0.5, this expression reduces to I
-49*
For typical open tank water tests performed in this
study, the stratification layer thickness was about I0 per
cent of the axial distance above the nozzle. Consequently,
the use orb = 0.i and Dt/Z I - 0.5
tests. Hence for VoDog/Dt 2 - 0.i
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y = 0.0586
As an example, when 6 = 2.4 inches, the particle has moved
to within 0.13 inches of the interface.
I SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
I b Slope at which an axial turbulent Jet spreads
I Cl
D O
Flow constant, 0.456ZVoDo/8yR 2
Nozzle diameter, ft
Tank diameter, ft
, I/sec
m
mo
I R
Mass flow rate into stratified layer, ibm/sec
Jet mass flow rate at the nozzle, Ibm/sec
Radial distance from the centerline of the axial Jet, ft
I V R Radial velocity of a fluid particle, ft/sec
Vy Axial velocity of a fluid particle, ft/sec
I y Axial distance from the llquid/vapor interface, ft
I Yo Axial diatance from the liquid/vapor interface to thebottom of the mixing region, ft
I Z Axial distance, ft
Zm Axial distance from the llquid/vapor interface to the
I bottom of the mixing region, ft
Z 1 Distance from the bottom of the mixing region to the
I nozzle, ft
Z* Dimensionless axial distance, Zm/Z I! °
6 Radius of the turbulent Jet, ft
I
I
Q Time after the mixer is turned on, sec
265
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Dimensionless mixing time, 0.456 VoDoO/D _
Fluid density, Ibm/ft 3
Stream function, ft2/sec
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APPENDIX D
MEAN JET TEMPERATURE
An important phenomena associated with axial Jet mixing
is the relation between the mean Jet temperature and the mean
bulk temperature. It will be shown that the mean Jet tempera-
ture and the bulk temperature at any level above the nozzle
are identical if the following conditions are present:
i 1. The considered is not in theJet region
immediate vicinity of an interface or
tank wall.
i 2. The tank environment is such that buoyancy
I
I
I
I
forces do not affect Jet motion.
3. The Jet outlet is located very near the
tank bottom.
4. The dominate stratification takes place in
the axial direction.
As a result of the assumption that the mean temperature
of the Jet and the bulk fluid at any section are identical,
i the Jet fluld reaching the interface region is very near
the mixed or mean temperature, In fact, it is possible
i that the mean Jet temperature reaching the interface will
be below the mean bulk temperature due to the lack of fluid
I
I
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I
I
entrainment near the interface. The sketch shown below
illustrates the Jet and bulk fluid motion regions
I
z2X2,,
I
I
I
I
Z
i
I
I
I
I
From page 161, Reference 1, the mean Jet temperature is I
When the bulk temperature is
eliminating (Ts-Tb) (Z/Zb) P
P+l Vb/
I
I
from the equation for Tj yields I
(Tz'T b)
T_ "Tb + P+I
I
I
I
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m Tin= Tb +
I
I = m
P+I
I
The mean bulk temperature from Z = 0 to any point Z is
(Tz'T b)
P+I
0I"
i Ttu = Tb + I (T.-T_).u
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
By comparison of the equation for the mean bulk tempera-
ture with that of the jet it can be seen that the mean bulk
temperature is the same as the mean jet temperature.
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
I
P
Tb
T.
J
%
T z
Z
Energy integral, I/P+I
Exponent related to the energy distribution in the tank
Temperature at the nozzle, OR
Temperature of the jet, OR
Mean bulk fluid temperature, -R
Temperature of the fluid outside the jet at an axial
distance Z, OR
Axial distance, ft
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APPENDIX E
SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS FOR TRANSIENT I
TEMPERATURE DECAY DURING MIXING
I
The results are given for the case of a thin initial
stratified layer whose thickness is less than or equal to I
that of a mixing region in the neighborhood of the interface. I
Four tank regions are defined as shown below I
- =i I
_ _ _ .
d _ _ _ I
I -c _ _[_ _ "1-\ /
J I
Region I is of uniform bulk temperature, Tbl. Region 2
consists of the axial jet. The mean temperature of the jet
below Region 3 is uniform and equal to that of the surrounding
bulk temperature Tbi. Region 3 does not exist initially.
Region 3 grows according to a mass balance at the lower inter-
face between Region i and 3. As Region 3 grows with time
m
the mean jet temperature increases such that the jet tempera-
ture entering Region 4 is equal to the mean bulk fluid tem- I
i
perature below the mixing region.
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I Initially the stratified layer thickness is assumed to
I
I
be of depth, Zm. In actuality, if the stratified layer is
less than Zm, an initial energy integral, 14i , can be appro-
priately defined such that
I
I
i
I
I
I
14i =
Tin4i - Tbi
Tsi - Tbi
Heating of the liquid is assumed to occur during mixing
either as a result of external heat inputs or due to vapor
condensation at the interface.
Region 4 and 3 yields
A I (Ts'Tbi)l 3 + Zm(Ts-Tbi)l 4 - Zm(Ts-_i)14i +
An overall energy balance in
An energy balance in Region 4 yields
I
I Zm dO
pC A
P
q
pCpA
where
. VD
o_____o
C = 0.456 2
D t
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I
I
The two energy equations can be non-dimensionalezed I
such that
dl = AI/Z4
T s =" (TsTbi) / (T_TB) i
I
I
. . VDO
0 - C O = 0.456 o o
2
D t
"* q
Q =
(Z4)(T s -Tb)i CP A C*
I
I
I
The results are
. . . . . -. ,
A I T s 13 + Zm Ts 14 = Zm 14i + q e (I)
I
I
and
. d(14T ;) . 13 * . ..
Zm de* = Ts AI - Ts + Q (2)
Also the mean temperature is i
. "* * •
(Ts-Tb) i 14Z m (Ts-Tb) i Q e
Tm " Zbi + Z* + 1 + Z* Ii+ m m
or in dimensionless form
Tm-Tbi 14 Z "*m Oe
"' . -F .
, .'r__,Ts-..b,i 1 + Z 1 + Z
m m
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I Using Equation to solve for T; yieldsI
I T* = Zm* 14i Q* e*
s l-_'-- -_'_-- '" . .
I al 13 + Zm 14 A I 13 + Zm 14
I
I
i
I
From the bulk fluid motion
A I = i - e
-e
For no heating, Q = 0
T
s
Zm 14i
==
A 1 13 + Zm 14
I
I
I
I
I
I
As e---._o , A ---i.0
T
s
Zm 14i
13 + Zm 14
A significant parameter is the dimensionless temperature
difference between the surface temperature, Ts, and the mean
temperature Tm. This represents the amount of temperature
drop (related directly to pressure drop) than can still be
achieved by further mixing or more vigorous mixing. The
dimensionless mean temperature difference is
Ts-T Z * * -* *
m = m 14i + _ e 14i Zm _ e
(Ts-Tb)i _i* 13 + Z*m 14 BI* _ * * *I_ + Z 14 i + Z I + Zm m m
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or for initial conditions when O* - 0 and _i* " 0, I
<,':-,,,,>.,r,+ 7.*_:1-,:,+:>1 _:,+., II
<:'.-_,>>_L "+_,,., J "'--,. I
or JJ
,+ _*<"-,,.,.>l ,,.*"3+".-*,_ JI" ':""J I
The above equation holds for 13 and 14 when they are either
constant or functions of time. If 13 and 14 are assumed to I
be constant during mixing, the dimensionless temperature I
decay can be obtained from the above equation. For 13 , 14
and 14i approaching 1.0, the above equation yields I
!
r -T (i-_i*) / . ...\
_" _--; /_m-Q"/ I
s m x _l + Zm \ /
* -e
since dI - i - e
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i If 13 and 14 are not assumed to be constant, two more
I independent equations are required. Equation 2 is the only
one readily available. The simultaneous solution of
I Equations i and 2 yields (assuming 14 14i )
l . _*_,. r 1 .,. _-,_*,'1._--_._
T- ="_ +|'--_ '-'-" . _ . ..,,I e \ I.Z /
I -,- q. (-_-_--+ol
I
and
I
<T-_>__*T,,<1+,.*__.__*,4>-,-<1+7.*_,,>I _.
I <'s-'b>i . <1-,-7.*_,,><1-,-_*>
and the dimensionless dlfference between the surface and mean
I temperature is
I Ts'Tm . 1 I . .** .
---C----__ --7-.. {(z [. + Q e )(z_(l-i))
I <Ts Tin)i (zm 14 zm (i-14) + ! + zm 14) _ m _ ,, 4
. r .* . . '* 11
I + <l+z >/(1 * I I _ . )exp(-e (1 *"_" 14)'}+ _. _}
L I + Zm 14 Zm 11+Zml4J |
I
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A
C*
Cp
D O
D t
13
14
14i
Tb
Tbi
rm
Tm4i
T
S
Tsi
T*
S
V o
Zm
Zm
Area, ft 2
2
Mixing constant, 0.456 VoDo/Dt, I/sec
Specific heat at a constant pressure, Btu/ibm OF
Nozzle diameter, ft
Tank diameter, ft
Energy integral for mixing region 3
Energy integral for mixing region 4
Initial energy integral for mixing region 4
Heat input to the tank, Btu/hr
Dimensionless heat input, Q/Z4CpAC*(Ts-Tb) i
Bulk fluid temperature, OR
Initial bulk fluid temperature, OR
Mean fluid temperature, OR
Initial mean fluid temperature of mixing region 4, OR
Surface temperature, OR
Initial surface temperature, OR
Dimensionless surface temperature, (Ts-Tbi)/(Ts-T b) i
Nozzle exit velocity, ft/sec
Mixing region thickness, ft
Dimensionless mixing region thickness, Zm/Z 4
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I Z4 Axial distance between mixing region and nozzle exit, ft
A I Thickness of region I, ft
I A3 Thickness of region 3, ft
0
i p
Dimensionless thickness of region I, AI/Z 4
Time, sec
Dimensionless mixing time, 0.456 VoDo@/D 2
Density, Ibm/ft 3
i Subserlp£s
!
i Initial
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX F
EFFECT OF BUOYANCY ON MIXING
Three equations are given which describe the effect of
buoyancy on the penetration of a stratified fluid by an
I
I
I
axial Jet. Reference 39 gives the outlet diameter required
to produce mixing as
_o>(_o_CT.-_>,.)_/_
I
I
I
An analytical expression is derived in Reference I/
for the Jet penetration of a stratified layer in terms of I
the centerllne Jet velocity without stratification I
_----- [ 4b 2 P N*Vmax, - 1- (P+I)(P+3')"
Vmax
1/2
where
N - g/3
(Ts-Tb)Z 3
(VoVo)2
Substituting I m - I/P+I in the above equation yields
Vma x 112
Vmax
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I
I
I
I
I
II where
| _ - 462_* (im- I_2)
! _÷_. __
It can be seen that as N 1, the centerline velocity 0.
i A third expression has been derived to estimate the
distance, h m, that the Jet will initially penetrate a strati-
fied layer. The sketch be.lowillustrates the physical
| situation: --'_'--
| _
I __, --------_______L_
The resulting equation is
I
i hm/X s = (P+I)(P+2)
4b 2 N:
I where
*
I N O = g_
(Zo/Xs)I/P+1
(_.-Tb)Zo3
(VoDo)2
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I
The required depth of penetration can be selected as
the stratified layer depth and the Jet outlet momentum in
terms of VoD o can be calculated.
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
I
I
I
b
DO
g
I m
N
N*
P
Tb
T
s
ax
/
Vmax
Vo
Slope at which axial turbulent Jet spreads
Nozzle diameter, ft
Acceleration, ft/sec 2
Initlal penetration of a stratified layer by the Jet, ft
T -T
s m
Energy integral, 1/9+1 - 1 - T - Tb
S
4b2N * (Im-Im 2)/1+2I. m
g,fl (Ts-Tb)Z_/(VoD o)
2
Exponent related to the energy distribution in the tank
Temperature of the bulk fluid, oR
Surface temperature, oR
Centerline velocity, ft/sec
Centerllne velocity of the Jet without heating, ft/sec
Nozzle exit velocity, ft/sec
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
X s
Z
Z o
Thickness of stratified region, ft i
E
Axial distance, ft
Distance from the nozzle top to the bottom of the strati- I
fled region, ft
Thermal coefficient of expansion, 1/°F I
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APPENDIX G
SUMMARY OF ULLAGE ENCAPSULATION EQUATIONS
Mixer design criteria associated with ullage encapsula-
tion has been divided into three categories (See Reference 4).
The three criteria developed for de-encapsulation of the
mixer by a vapor jet are
I. Liquid/vapor interface breakup
2. Bubble motion induced
3. Bubble detachment from the tank wall
These three conditions are illustrated below
i
Vapor Jet
Penetration
of Interface
i i
!
I
Bubble Motion
After Jet is
Turned On
Bubble
Detachment
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The following equation describes the criterion for vapor m
penetration of the liquid/vapor interface: l
[ -,I r ,7o i + ......
- _" / lD,:, <._.pv>gDb2 2_2 [4<._-",,>g_o
for T ° = Db, K 2 = 6.5, B. = 125. I
The mixer fluid power-outlet diameter product is
500_gc_l 3/2 m
_o°o"__'_° "_._ _o_}J I
where _ = _ if the pump does not speed up when vapor is
ingested. The vapor power requirement is given by setting
Pi = Pv"
The above equation can be simplified for
I
I
I
gDb 2
gc
I
= NBo b < 5.0 l
and results in the following expression for the mixer fluid
power-outlet diameter product.
P D
O O - 1.9 Pi gc
3/2
I
I
I
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The differential equation for bubble motion (derived
in Reference 4) is
d2x
de 2
Pv / VoDo_ 2
No motion occurs when
2gP_Db 3
3Pv(voDo)
<i.0
2
The dimensionless time based on liquid flow conditions
required to move the bubble one bubble diameter from the
mixer is
VD8
O O e
2
D t
, .
I -
m
1. 394 p_ 5/3Db3g
2/3
Pv(Po£ Do) go
1/2
If the pump cannot speed up when vapor is injected,
bubble motion takes place only if
_. 394 p_ 5/3 Db3g )
P°L D°>I Pv go
3/2
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The dimensionless time based on V D of the liquid and
o o
in terms of both liquid flow power and vapor fluid power is
VDe
O O e
2
D t
vPov/ [ 3 PV \Dr/
1/2
1.394 _ Db 3 g
l-
pv I/3 2/3g °(PovDo)
1/2
Motion takes place only if
P°vD°> _. 394p_ Db3 g)
Pv I/3_ go '
3/2
The derivation of the bubble detachment from the tank
wall is given in Reference 4. The mixer fluid power-outlet
diameter product based on liquid power is
I gcDta)3/2Pol Do > 0.132 _ Pv
The vapor power-outlet diameter product is
P D
OV O t t 3/2
gcDt a
> 0.132 Pv Pv
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
I B. Cons tent 125
I Db Bubble diameter, ft
Do Nozzle diameter, ft
I g Acceleration, ft/sec 2
I gc Constant = 32.2 ibm-ft/ibf-sec 2
go Acceleration of gravity, ft/sec 2
II K 2 Constant - 6.5
NBo b BuDD:_ _vL._ L._m_=r, p_bg, gc a
Po Fluid power, watts
I Po_ Fluid power for pumping liquid, watts
I Pov Fluid power for pumping vapor, watts
qw Heat flux at the tank wall, Btu/hr-ft 2
I R b Bubble radlus, ft
I r t Tank radius, ft'
Tw Wall temperature, oR
I V o Velocity of the fluid at the nozzle, ft/sec
I Pi Density, Ibm/ft 3 . "
PL Density of the liquid, ibm/ft 3
I Pv Density of the vapor, Ibm/ft 3
I o Surface tension, Ibf/ft
I _o Height of Jet penetration above bubble, ft
@ Time, see
!
!
_e
Time required to move a bubble a distance of one bubble
diameter from the mixer, sec
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APPENDIX H
TANK WALL HEAT TRANSFER DURING MIXING
I
I
I
I
I
The dimensionless temperature difference between the
tank wall (Tw) and the bulk fluid (Tb) is shown in Figure A-I
as a function of the dimensionless distance above the nozzle
and the fluid power-outlet diameter product for liquid
hydrogen. The predictions are based on the heating of a
flat plate under turbulent flow conditions. The temperature I
difference in the vicinity of the mixer (Z/Zb< 0.04) is
l
greater than one degree Rankine. For this reason mixers
in each end of the tank.are placed []
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS I
Tb
Z
Zb
Bulk fluid temperature, OR
Tank wall temperature, OR
Axial distance above nozzle, ft
Axial distance between nozzle and llquid/vapor interface,
ft
I
I
I
I
I
• I
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I
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I
I
I
I _o
I
i
i
Tw-T b = 0. l°R __=
r t 16 ft
K = 0.07 Btu/hr-ft-°R-
_+--+-___
iii:
iiii
;iii
IIII
iiii
0.6 0.8 1.0
Z/Z b
I
I
I
Figure A-I Dimensionless Temperature Difference
at LH 2 Tank Wall During Mixing
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APPENDIX I I
AXIAL FLOW PUMP CHARACTERISTICS I
One of the basic characteristic parameters associated
with pump design and applications is the specific speed.
The specific speed, N s, is defined in this study as
Ns . (n, rF,n) (G, gPm) 1/2
(H, feet) 3/4
I
I
I
I
The specific speed as defined is dimensionless but an incon- I
sistent set of units are used.
A constant to account for unit conversion yields a I
i
consistent definition of the specific speed, N s, the specific I
speed thus defined is
where
I
N s - Ns/2815
I
Ns - Q tad se L G /_3/ec 1/2 I(SH, ft21sec2} 3'4
!
N s is used when analytical derivations were required.
results are presented in terms of N s by the use of the
appropriate conversion constant, 2815.
The I
I
I
I
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The specific speed characterizes the type of pump re-
I quired. A gear pump, for example, has a specific speed less
than 1.0, whereas an axial flow pump (large flow rate, low
I pressure rise) has a specific speed greater than 8000. For
I applications with a large pressure rise and a low flow rate,
the corresponding specific speed is low.
I The head coefficient, _ , is a dimensionless pressure
| (head) rise of the pump. The head coefficient, _ , is defined
as
I gH
I
where r B is either the blade radius (used in this study) or
I the mean blade radius (used by pump designers). There is no
difficulty in converting the results of this study to corres-
pond with design parameters used by pump manufacturers since
the head coefficient differs only by a constant.
The pump pressure rise as a function of flow rate is a
convenient way to present pump output performance. In non-
dimensionless form the pressure rise across the pump as a
function of flow rate can be represented in terms of the head
coefficient _ and the flow coefficient, _ . The flow
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coefficient, _ , can be defined in terms of the specific
speed, the head coefficient and the geometry coefficient,
- (Ns/2815) 2 _ 3/2hr_2
where
_2 " A2/_ r_
and A 2 is the axial flow cross-sectlonal area of the pump.
A vane-axial pump usually has a single rotor stage with a
deswirl-stationary stage. The flow into the pump is usually
assumed to have no prerotation. As a result, an approximate
relation exists between the head coefficient and the flow
coefficient.
= 1.0 - _cot 82
where 82 is the rotor stage exit flow angle. Eliminating
, and _ isfrom the above equation a relation between N s
obtained such that
N s - 2815 (_/cot /_2)
1/2 2 1/2 1/2
I l " (rh/rS) ] /l-_\
_-_)
where r h is the hub radius.
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A typical rotor exit flow angle is 21 °. The results of
versus Ns are shown in Figure A-2 for 82 = 21 ° and
rh/r b - 0.625. The pump performance prediction is shown
in Figure A-2 along with data for a small vane axial fan
operating in air.
The predicted result conforms quite well with other vane
axial and shrouded fans (tube-axial) shown in Figure A-3
and A-4o An operating point for a liquid hydrogen pump
manufactured by Pesco Products is also shown on the curves.
The knowledge of an approximate relationship between N and
S
is required to size the nozzle outlet, Do .
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
D O
G
g
H
rl
N
S
I
N s
r B
r h
Nozzle outlet diameter, ft
Pump flow rate, gpm
Acceleration, ft/sec 2
Pressure head, ft
Pump speed, rpm
Specific speed
Ns/2815
Blade radius, ft
Hub radius, ft
Rotor stage exit flow angle, deg
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I
I Vaneaxial Fan_____s
O- Rotron Aximax 3 ¢- Globe VAX - 2-MC
I Impeller Diameter: 2.8 in. Impeller Diameter: 2.0 in.Speed: 3600 rpm Speed: 19,500 rpm
i £3- Rotron Aximax 3 _- Globe VAX - 3-FCImpeller Diameter: 2.8 in. Impeller Diameter: 2.0 in.
Speed: 2400 rpm Speed: 20,00 rpm
i A- Joy Axivane Model AVR20-12D802 n- Globe Type GR
Impeller Diameter: 2.0 in. Impeller Diameter: 4.767
ill Speed: i0,500 rpm o Speed: 8000 rpm
-Pesco Products LH 2 Pump
v- AiResearch Class MDF8 Impeller Diameter: 1.9 in.
Tm_l 1 _" rl-;_,_-_.,-. I or. ,-_ 1 n,m .'-- _.._l • _lonn ._--
R Speed: 22,200 rpm
I
- _ o.zt _, _. I
I
0 400
I Specific Speed, NS/1000
I Figure A-3
Performance Data For Typical
Vaneaxial Fans Operating in Air
I
I
I
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I
I
Globe Industries, Inc. Bulletins I
C-3246 and C-3456 respectively
Propeller Diameter: 3 in. I
Speed: 3,500 rpm @ Free Air
o Propeller Diameter: 6.5 in.
Speed: 3,150 rpm @ Free Air I
Data for Air Research Class MDF44 Fan
O Propeller Diameter: 10.93 in. I
Speed: 4850 rpm
0.5 --Data for Rotron Model DF Fan Type 301 I
v Propeller Diameter: 3.0 in.
0.4 Speed: 2400 rpm I
._ Pesco Products LH 2 Pump
• Impeller Diameter: 1.9in. I
Speed: 3200 rpm
0.3
0.2. |
'!
0.0 -_-..
0 I0 20 30 40 I
Figure A-4
Specific Speed, Ns/1000
Performance Data For Typical
Shrouded Fans Operating in Air.
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Geometry coefficient
Flow coefficient
Head coefficient
Impeller angular velocity, rad/sec
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APPENDIX J
SUMMARY OF PUMP-NOZZLE MATCHING EQUATIONS
The outlet nozzle diameter should be selected such that
the pump operates at or near the pump design point. When a
mixer is used solely for mixing, a nozzle should be attached
I
I
I
!
to the pump to provide the design "pressure drop" of the
pump. In cases in which the sole purpose of the mixer is to
circulate fluid, the pressure drop should be as small as
I
i
feasible (N s as high as possible). There is some dlfficulty R
in obtaining high fan efficiencles when the specific speed
is exceedingly high. This point has not been investigated I
in the study. In this study, it is assumed that reasonable
hydraullc efficiencies can be obtained (60_ for small vane
axial pumps).
The pressure drop due to the nozzle is the velocity, i
heed
2g c
Where K is a loss coefficient and is usually assumed to be I
1.0 and V° is the outlet velocity. I
The above expression combined with equations defining
m
the specific speed, head coefficient and the volume flow . R
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I equation yields an expression between the nozzle and blade
I diameter
i Do - DB
(1.6853 x 10 -4 ) K I/4 #I/2
Ns
I In addition to
and nozzle diameter, the required pump speed is
5 /P D \1/3
. 3.144 x i0 _ o o) _nm
I "" @N s D2 KI/i2 \ p / , -r--
the relationship between the pump blade
given by
Also the electric motor output torque is
I
I
I
T m
25.5 @1/2
77p
DB pl/3 (DoPo)2/3, oz-in
where Up is the pump hydraulic efficiency.
From the definition of specific speed and fluid power
the following relationship is obtained between the vapor
I and liquid pump speed.
I nv ,p.._,l/3 _ 3/6 (Po_ 11/3 (/NsLI2/3
for _ " _v and Ns_ Nsv
nv/n/_ ,, (Pov/Po_)1/3 ( P_/ Pv )1/3
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
DB
D o
gc
K
n
n_
%
N s
Ns_
Ns v
Po
Po t
Po v
T
Vo
_P
P
p_
Pv
_p
Blade diameter, ft
Nozzle diameter, ft
Constant = 32.2 ibm-ft/ibf-sec 2
Thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft -°R
Pump speed, rpm
pump speed for pumping liquid, rpm
Pump speed for pumping vapor, rpm
Specific speed
Specific speed for pumping liquid
Specific speed for pumping vapor
Fluid power, watts
Liquid fluid power, watts
Vapor fluid power, watts
Motor output torque, in-oz
Nozzle outlet velocity, ft/sec
Nozzle pressure drop, psi
Density, ibm/ft 3
Liquid density, ibm/ft 3
Vapor density, Ibm/ft 3
Pump hydraulic efficiency
Head coefficient
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coefficient
coefficient
for pumping 11quid
for pumping vapor
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APPENDIX K
ELECTRIC MOTOR EFFICIENCY
A.C. electric motors have the following typical
iencies as a function of input power (Reference 40).
Input power, watts Efficiency
1.0 10Z
10.0 35%
100.0 75%
efflc-
A curve fit in the region between i and 20 watt power
input yields
or since
also
_e " 0"I(PI)0"524
Vt = 0.155(Po)1/3
_e = 0"2656(Po)0"349
_e O. 016
---= 1.71P
_t o
or for all practical purposes
77e
-- - 1.71
_t
in the input power range between 1 and 20 watts.
3OO
I
I
I
I
I
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S]_BOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Pi Input power, watts
Po Fluid power, watts
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I Ue A.C. electric motor efficiency
_t Overall efficiency
as a
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APPENDIX L I
OVERALL MOTOR PUMP EFFICIENCY I
Estimates of the overall electric pump motor efficiency I
function of fluid power are required to determine the
weight attributable to a mixing subsystem. Estimates have I
been obtained by personal communication with Gerald Caine I
of Pesco Products. In addition, data is given by Stark
(Reference 41) and Sterbentz (Reference 9) in previous studies I
conducted in this area. The results are shown in Figure A-5
for both AC and brushless DC motors.
Based on the data available, the DC brushless motor
I
I
driven pumps have a higher overall efficiency, especially
at low fluid power. No actual data on the brushless DC
motor operating liquid hydrogen were available, whereas the
I
I
data for AC pump/motor efficiency were obtained from actual
pumps. As a result, the AC pump/motor data were used in the
weight estimates. A curve fit of the AC pump/motor data
m
results in the following equation.
Ut " 0"155(Po)0"333
where _t is the overall efficiency divided by i00 and Po is
the fluid power.
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I
I
0 0 0 0 0
_N
o_
0
0
00
_J
_J
AJ
0
0
I
0
0
0
_J
U
C
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.,-I
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0
0
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.H
_J
U
0
C
0
.H
0
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I
APPENDIX M
PUMP IMPELLER WEIGHT
I
I
Typical pump impeller weights are obtained from
Figure 6 (Reference 42). A curve fit of the maximum weight •
yields I
2.34
Wf - 20 Db , pounds I
where Db is the impeller diameter in feet. In addition to
the fan weight, the support weight and nozzle weight may
double the above number. Hence
I
I
where C = 2.0.
8n
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Csn
Db
Wf
Wf - 20 Csn Db 2"34 I
Support and nozzle weight coefficient, Csn= 20
Impeller blade diameter, ft
Fan weight, Ibm
I
I
I
I
I
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I APPENDIX N
I WEIGHT OF ELECTRIC MOTORS
I
I
For a parametric study such as the one conducted herein,
an algebraic expression for a cryogenic electric motor as a
function of size, power, torque and/or speed is highly
I
I
desirable• Crane and Pradhan (Reference 42) indicate that
the principle factors affecting electric motor weight is the
electric motor torque. A curve fit of Figure 7 of Refer-
I
I
I
I
ence 42 for the case of total weight of separate motor in-
cluding typical motor housing yields
W = 0 194 T0"6497
• , pounds
e
where T is the torque in ounce inches.
The electric motor weight becomes
I fie Po) 0"65I We= 21.0 (_'tt _ , pounds
where fie is the electric motor efficiency (divided by i00),
_t is the overall efficiency, n is the speed in rpm and Po
is the fluid power in watts•
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Since
W
e
Pn_p_) "65= 29.6 , pounds
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
n
Po
T
W e
r/e
Ut
Motor speed, rpm
Fluid power, watts
Motor torque, in - oz
Electric motor weight, ib m
A. C. electric motor efficiency
Overall efficiency
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